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Obama Has More Death Threats Than Any Other President 
The Black Voice News 
WASHINGTON, D.(?. (AP) 
By Eileen Sullivan 
Threats against a new president historically spike right after an election, 
but from Maine to Idaho law enforcement officials are seeing more against 
Barack Obama than ever before. The Secret Service would not comment or 
provide the number of cases they are investigating. But since the Nov. 4 elec-
tion, law enforcement officials have seen more potentially threatening writ-
ings , Internet postjngs and other activity directed at Obama than has been 
seen with any past president-elect, said officials aware of the si~ation who 
spoke on condition of anonymity because the issue of a president's security 
Brown to Receive Scouting 
Service Award at Annual Gala 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
The Black Voice News co-pub-
lisher Hardy Brown will be awarded 
the national Whitney Young Jr. 
Service Award by the Boy Scouts of 
America at his annual birthday 
party next month. Brown will be 
recognized for his forty year com-
mitment to promoting diversity and 
scouting as a volunteer, scout 
leader, and community activist. 
The annual gala, which high-
lights the work of the Black Voice 
Foundation for Media, History & 
the Arts, a non-profit he founded 
with his wife Cheryl over 20 years 
ago, will be held Thursday, 
December 4, 2008 at the Riverside 
Convention Center in Downtown 
Riverside. This year's gala will fea-
ture talented Inland Empire young 
adults including musicians Andrew 
Debarge, Hector Jimenez, J. Boykin 
and Akore. The Black Voice 
Foundation's Buckworld will also 
present excerpts from a production 
that was featured this summer at the 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival. 
Dinner, entertainment and silent 
auction will begin at 6:30 p.rn. The 
See GALA, Page A-4 
Sour Economy, Layoffs 




The tanking economy and growing housing crisis combined with fresh 
job layoffs has Inland retailers bringing out early deep discounts. 
Job Losses Mount, 
Reality Check for holi-
day job seekers 
The Black Voice News 
INLAND EMPIRE 
By Chris Levister 
It's beginning to look a lot like 
Christmas. College students, high · 
schools, seniors and those in need of 
a part time holiday job are getting 
into that pre Christmas spirit but 
they are in for a tude awakening. 
Yo.u know the economy is in trou-
ble when you see Salvation Army 
Red Kettles before Halloween. But 
outside a San Bernardino supermar-
ket a jolly bell ringer festooned in 
red and black offered Curtis 
Thompson, 48 a sprig of optimism: · 
"don't panic. ~t's gonna get better," 
But the out of work construction 
worker isn't buying it - literally. He 
has filled out job applications at 
almost 40 places since the end of 
September including Circuit City 
which filed for bankruptcy protec-
tion last week. So far he's racked up 
big gas bills in a futile attempt to 
find work 'in hopes of saving his 
home on Piedmont Drive :in 
Highland from foreclosure. 
"Competition for some of the 
most menial holiday jobs is fierce. 
It's insane out here," he said with an 
air of panic in his voice. In fact new 
jobless figures show the region 
slammed by the housing meltdown 
is over 9% compared to 6.5% 
national average - a 14 year high. 
A victim of the region 's soured 
housing market Thompson was laid 
off in September after his company 
filed for bankruptcy. The seriously 
delinquent borrower is 3 months 
See ECONOMY, Page A-3 
is so sensitive. 
Earlier this week, the Secret Service looked into the case of a sign posted 
on a tree in Vay, Idaho, with Obama's name and the offer of a "free public 
hanging." In North Carolina, civil rights officials complained of threatening 
racist graffiti targeting Obama found in a tunnel near the North Carolina 
State University campus. 
. And in a Maine convenience store, an Associated Press reporter saw a sign 
inviting customers to join a betting pool on when Obama might fall victim to 
an assassin. The sign solicited $1 entries into "The Osama Obama Shotgun 
Pool," saying the money would go to the person picking the date closest to 
when Obama was attacked. "Let's hope we have a winner," said the sign, 
since taken down. 
In the security world, anything "new" can trigger hostility, sai~ Joseph 
Funk, a former Secret Service agent-turned security consultant who oversaw 
a private protection detail for Obama before the Secret Service began guard- . 
ing the candidate in early 2007. 
Obama, of course, will be the country's first Black president, and Funk said 
that new element, not just race itself, is probably responsible for a spike in 
anti-Obama postings and activity. "Anytime you're going to have something 
that's new, you're going to have increased chatter," he said . 
The Secret Service also has cautioned the public not to assume that any 
threats against Obama are due to racism. 
The service investigates threats in a wide range. There are "stated threats" 
and equally dangerous or lesser incidents considered of "unusual interest" -; 
See THREAT, Page A-4 
Families of murdered children and youth gather at San Bernardino (;lty Hall In commemoration of Mynl•~a Crenshaw and remembrance of their loved ones. 
Steve Lambert introduces parents of Anthony Ramirez. KIiied on the school 
grounds by another kid. 
By Cheryl Brown 
November 13, 2004, another child 
was dead in San Bernardino , shot by 
gang members while she was eating 
dinner. 
The city seemed to be complacent 
about it. Parents wailed, officials 
rung their hands , and Steve 
Lambert, the new Sun Newspaper 
Editor was appalled. He could not 
believe there was no outrage, so he 
held a meeting to bring attention to 
children killing children in the city. 
In a 21 rnoJlth period I 8 youth lost 
their il ves to gun violence. 
Out of the death of M ynisha 
Crenshaw and the shooting of her 
sister Jaynita Williams, came sever-
al milestones: an organization called 
Mynisha's Circle, a law passed by 
Congress ,and authored by U. S. 
Senator Barbara Boxer (to give 
cities and municipalities funds and 
authority to toughen the sentences 
for people who comi;nit crimes 
against children), and a yearly 
recognition of Mynisha and other. 
murdered children in the city. 
About 150 people gathered last 
Thursday at San Bernardino City 
Hall for a candlelight vigil tbat 
included city leaders, officials, citi-
zens and families . 
One speaker, the mother of 
Melanie Miers , who was killed in a 
drive by shooting, said she was tired 
of these remembrances that offer 
recornrnitment, she said the city 
needs to do something to help the 
children so they will not want to kill 
each other. "No more yearly recom-
mitments . Make daily commit-
ments!" said Lucy. She was fol-
Rabbi Hillel Cohn 
lowed by youth from the ICUC who 
said the city is not seriously working 
on the violence problem. 
Rocio Ruiz and Ivan Aguayo said 
that the city needs to provide more 
resources and that their survey 
found that youth doa 't feel safe. "We 
realize we have to work together to 
reduce violence, but the city needs 
to have culture, parks are allowed to 
crumble, and the city jobs go to out-
siders. It is depressing that even the 
Cinema Star movie theater is closed 
down. How many more lives do we 
lose before someone will listen?" 
said Aguayo. 
Gar/Madden, director of the 211 
Information system told the young 
people they don't have to do it 
alone. He pointed to the reduction in 
lives lost and said that 18 was 
reduced to 6, but it is still too many. 
Rabbi Hillel Cohn calls the mur-
der of a child senseless but said the 
whole community hurts and the hurt 
doesn't go away. "We can't bring the 
young lives back, we can't erase the 
hurt but we can do more than we 
have been doing. We need to call on 
our leaders to measure their words." 
Mynisha's death was the catalyst 
but all of the young people: Jarret 
Mitchell, Al}thony R amirez, 
Melanie Miers, Charles Marshal, 
Cecil Scott, Travon Williams who 
losJ their lives shed light on th<; 
senseless killings that plague the 
city. Our goal is to have zero chil-
dren murdered. 
Rev. Reggie Beamon with tears 
streaming down one cheek said, "If 
our city is going to be gfeat again it 
will be because of the investment in 
our youth" he said as he called up 
Dejon, the brother of Charles 
Marshal the city's most recent mur-
der, "we have to improve our com-
munity." His hurt on display he 
lamented how much he missed his 
fun loving brother, who always tried 
to keep him on the right path. 
Beamon told the adults in the 
·crowd, "don't just drive by when 
you see kids skipping school, or 
fighting, call someone if you don't 
want to do it yourself. He asked the 
question before the lighting of th¥. 
candle, "when is enough going to ~ 
enough for you?" :: 
► .. .. . ·.. .. 
Mt. Couple _Returns 'Compassion' Of 2007 Firestorm 
:: .. .. .. .. .. 
San Bernardino County Fire crews battle. flames and fierce winds in a 
futile attempt to save a Chino Hills home. 
In this October 2007 file photo Dr. Ernie and Chris Levister assess damage to 
their Lake Arrowhead home following the devastating Grass Valley/Slide wild-
fire. This weekend the couple offered assistance to victims of the catastrophe 
Orange-Riverside County blazes. 
Levister's join hundreds offering 
assistance to victims of 
Orange-Riverside County 
blazes 
The Black Voice News 
INLAND EMPIRE 
By Lee Ragin, Jr. ' 
Longtime Black Voice News health 
columnist Dr. Ernest Levister and his 
wife BVN correspondent Chris watched 
TV images in horror of a swiftly moving 
catastrophe that seemed as familiar as it 
was shocking Saturday. Southe{n 
California once again was besieged by 
flame from Orange County to Santa 
Barbara, with hundreds of homes con-
sumed by three major wind driven fires, 
including one of the most devastating 
blazes ever to strike the city of Los 
Angeles. 
The images served up vivid memo-
ries, the Levister's Lake Arrowhea<i: 
home was severely damaged during the: 
devastating October 2007 Grass: 
Valley/Slide wildfire that swept througQ.· 
acres of mountain brush and alpine tree,· 
destroying nearly 300 homes in its P!lt~ 
"First we trembled, and then we: 
shook. That eerie color of ragini: 
. orange, the apprehension, the anger, th~: 
impatience and guilt those .emotions 1\1 : • 
came roaring back. It's not somethini 
you forget," said Mrs. Levister. "Out 
first response was to gather our belong~ 
ings and prepare for the worse: a repea 
of 07 . Than we said, we were lucky, lett 
tum these visceral reactions into some-
thing good." 
The couple received over 400 e; 
mails, phone calls and offers of assit 
tance and shelter during their two-weelt 
evacuation. "That outpouring of com!' 
passion and love even from perfect 
I 
See WILDFIRE, Page A-3 
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Black Vote~s Reject 
NAACP Endorsement Ofi 
Same Sex Marriage 
· Several weeks ago I wrote an editorial criticizing the 
Hardy L. 
BROWN 
state president of the 
NAACP for what 
. appears to be consistent 
conflicts of interest. The 
voters seemed to agree 
and Blacks voted over-
whelmingly to ban same 
sex marriage. It has 
been reported by vari-
'ous media outlets that as a political consultant Alice 
'Huffman has been known to serve as a paid ·conti:;actor 
on campaigns that are later supported by the NAACP. 
She has argued· elsewhere that she fully discloses all of 
her business dealings with the NAACP state executive 
committee, but she has to make a living and her chosen 
• ine of work is polifical campaigning and grassroots 
:~dvocacy. 
: This fall's big election was no exception. Ms. Huffman 
.reportedly consulted on several campaigns that the state 
:NAACP also supported including propositions for redis-
tricting and against same sex marriage. The redistricting 
initiative was not supported by Black political groups 
because many believed that it would further disenfran-
' chise African-American voters. The same sex marriage 
lJ)an was also controversial, especially in the African-
American faith community, which has a tremendous 
l . 
• mfluence on Black voters as witnessed by the over-
1vhelming support for Yes on 8. An outspoken leader for 
gay rights, she was reportedly paid $400,000 by the No 
.~n 8 campaign to outreach to the African-American 
:community. Huffman's position as paid consultant pro-
:rnoting the cause was clearly linked to her position as the 
leader Qf'. the top civil rights organization in the state as 
~~vide11ced by the "education" campaigns targeting the 
:~rican-American community by No on 8 supporters. If 
.the polls are correct, 70% of African-Americans did not 
:~ee same sex marriage strictly as a "civil rights" issue 
·imd rejected the comparisons made to African-
.. Americans' history of racial discrimination in this coun-
:try. 
-. 
• As p~rt of the campaign, Ms. Huffman's ''Minority 
.News" mailer with headlines supporting her paying 
~:clients is distributed in bulk through local NAACP 
:branches. The ma_iler is published by Ms. Huffman's 
~firm for the Committee to Protect the Political Rights of 
:Minorities. There is a question about how many of those 
• mailers are actually distributed. I know as past president 
•of my local NAACP these publications sat (and ·continue 
to sit) in boxes because there was ne infrastructure to 
:distribute them. I also know that they were shipped to 
;the branches by her firm. 
• , I .~ 
As I said in my earlier editorial, I have no problem 
with Ms. Huffman getting paid as a political consultant. 
•.Put year after election year the conflicts of interest seem 
·10 chip away at the credibility of an organization that has 
"such a significant role to play in the coptinued develop-
:ment of this republic. When the bead of a civil rights 
·~rganization is paid to advocate for a cause, pr~sents 
'that cause to the organization's leadership for approval, 
and then distributes information promoting that eause 
._through the branches as president of the organization 
((nqt a paid consultant), then it seems to me to clearly be 
~ co~flict. . 
Thursday, November 20, 2008 
Jump Start the Economy Pass a Stimulus Package Now 
Marc Morial 
By Marc H. Morial 
NNPA Columnist 
If we needed any further proof that our econ-
omy is in dire need of emergency resuscitation, 
exactly four days after the presidenti~ election 
the government reported a stagg~ring loss of 
240,000 jobs in the month of October, substan-
tially more than the 200,000 job loss forecasted 
for the month. 
This past weekend, we also learned that 
15,000 more jobs have already been eliminated 
in the first week of November. The unemploy-
ment rate is now at 6.5 percent, the highest 
level since 1994 and Black unemployment is 
nearly d._ouble that at I 1.1 percent. 
More than JO million Americans are now out 
. of work and over the last 12 months, the num-
ber of unemployed has increased by 2.8 mil-
lion. 
People who are out of work don't spend, 
can't pay their mongages or plan for the future. 
It is clear if we are _ever going to dig ourselves 
out of the current financial mess we're in, we 
have to start wirp an immediate stimulus pack-
age that will ckate new jobs, particularly in 
urban communities. 
This is not something that requires months 
of debate. And it's not something that should 
have to wait until a new President takes office. 
, When President Bush requested an immediate 
$700 billion bail-out of Wall Street, the 
Congress acted with an' deliberate speed. That 
bail-out, which was to unfreeze credit markets 
and sput spending, has not produced the prom-
ises immediate results. 
The President and Congress now need to act 
just as quickly to enact a stimulus package for 
the American people. This stimulus plan should 
. include an extension of unemployment bene-
fits, more help to states for infrastructure proj-
ects, a greater investment in summer jobs for 
at-risk youth, job training for disadvantage 
workers , and help for the stalled auto industry 
and the possible creation of a temporary public 
service program similar to the one that generat-
ed more than 100,000 jobs during the recession 
of 1974-75. 
These are actions that are absolutely neces-
sary to help the growing number of unem-
ployed and working poor in urban communi-
ties. As reported in the November 9 edition of 
the New York TIOles, " .. . the hardships of the 
gathering recession are sweeping down to hun 
the working poor and younger job seekers most 
of all. .. especially black males in their late teens 
or early 20s without more than a high school 
education." 
An extension of unemployment insurance 
. and an investment in summer jobs is·not only 
the right thing to do; it is the smart thing to do 
for our people and our economy. We know, for 
. example that a summer job is about more than 
a paycheck, as important as that is to many 
African American families, it is also about 
learning the skills and habits that will allow 
young people to continue to develop as produc-
tive, wprking citizens. 
For months, the National Urban League has 
been urging Washington to take action td help 
unemployed workers and struggling American 
families. We will continue to make our voice 
heard on this issue. Passage of a stimulus pack-
age now is critical to jump-staning our ailing 
economy. 
Racist Incidents Increase in the Wake of Obama's Election 
George Curry 
By George E Curry 
NNPA Co/11111nist 
The rise in racist incidents - from university 
campuses to police stations - is a sobering 
remmder that despite t.he election of Barack 
O.bama, there are still a lot of sick people out 
there stuck in the Stone Age. 
F,ditor & Publisher magazine, the Associated 
Press, and local newspapers recently cata-
logued.some of the most egregious incidents. 
In. addition to the garden variety types of 
hate crimes, such as painting racist graffiti on 
cars and houses, there was a panicularly dis-
tufuing incident that stood out from the rest. 
Parents in Rexburg, Idaho contacted police 
after 2nd and 3rd graders on a school bus were 
heard chanting, "Assassinate Obama." I doubt 
that any of them could spell the word assassi-
nate, yet they were recycling hate learned.from 
their parents. 
Some might have learned how to hate in 
school if what happened in Allison Park, Pa. is 
an indication. According to the Pittsburgh Post-
Gazette, a teacher's aide told a biracial I Ith 
grader that Obama will be shot, the U.S. flag 
wiJJ be changed to the KFC flag and that the 
national anthem will be changed to "Movfn ' On 
Up," the theme song from The Jeffersons sit-
com. 
Students living in Morrison Hall on the cam-
pus of Baylor University in Texas walked out-
side and found a noose hanging from a tree. On 
the campus of North Carolina State Universi\y, 
four students spray painted racist messages that 
included "Let's shoot the (n-word) and "Hang 
Obama by a.noose." 
At the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa, 
a poster of Obama was defaced and carried the 
message, "He'll be shot" followed by the n-
word. 
While there were a lot of.hate crimes insti-
gated by young people, adul15 proved that the 
youth have no monopoly on ignpfll!lce. 
According to the Traverse City (Michigan) 
Record-Eagle: empteye~!'at mtnpel's Key and 
Lock shop flew the U.S . flag upsid~ ·down - an 
international signal for distress - the day after 
Obama was elected president. In an ·interview 
with the newspaper, one employee, Itod 
Nyland, said the flag was being flown upside 
down because, " ... We feel our country is in dis-
tress because then---·- got in." 
The Associated Press reported that in a 
Maine convenience store, a reporter saw a sign 
inviting customers to participate in a pool 
guessing what day Obama will be assassinated. 
People were charged $1 for each entry into 
''The Osama Obama Shotgun Pool." The pot 
was supposed lo go 10 the person picking the 
closest date to the attack. "Let's hope we have 
a winner," the sign proclaimed. 
Interracial couples and cars with Obama 
bumper stickers were targets. 
In Pennsylvania's Apolacon Township, an 
interracial couple discovered what was left of a 
burned cross in their front yard the day after 
Obama's election. The woman, who is 'White, 
lived in the house with her husband, an African-
American. 
According to the Los Angeles Times, 
"Vandals spray-painted swastikas and racial 
slurs on a house and several cars in Torrance 
that displayed campaign signs or bumper stick-
ers for President-elect Barack Obama, authori-
ties said Tuesday. The incidents occurred 
Saturday night in the Hollywood Riviera sec-
tion of the city, said Sgt. Bernard Anderson. 
Four separate incidents were reponed the next. 
day, he said. No arrests have been made. 
"At one house, the phrase 'Go Back to 
Africa' was seray-painted across the wall, in 
addition to a racial epithet on the garage door, 
Anderson said. Several parked vehicles on the 
streets were spray-painted with racial slurs, he 
said." 
As usual when race comes to the forefront 
on the national scene, White supremacy groups 
see a surge in the membership. According to 
AP, one White supremacy Web site attracted 
4,000 new members the day afjer the election. 
One person posted a note to the site that said, "I 
want the SOB laid out in a tiox· to see how 
'messiahs' come to rest. God had has aban-
doned us, this country is doomed." 
The real danger is when hate talk is convert-
ed to hateful acts. According to Newsday, two 
18-year-olds were among a group of New York 
Whites who yelled "Obama" as they assaulted 
a Black teenager with a baseball bat on Staten 
Island the night Obama was elected president. 
Also ·in the early hours following Obama's 
election, a Black church is Springfield, Mass, 
was destroyed by arson. The pastor of the 
church said the timing of the blaze causes him 
to believe it was a hate crime. 
Some police may not be interested in prose-
cuting hate crimes for one obvious reason -
they share those' same feelings. 
For example, Milwaukee officials found a 
1 poster of Obama with a bullet going through his 
head. They discovered the poster on a table in 
the police station. 
George E. Curry, former editor-in•chief of 
Emerge magazine and t/ie NNPA News Service, 
is a keynote speaker, moderator, and media 
coach. He can be reached through his Web site, 
www.georgecurry.com. 
Around the Kitchen Table 
Quyncee Janae Horne 
Although I'm only I 0, one of my first mem-
ories is sitting around the kitchen table with my • 
Mother, my brother Bryan and my sister 
Tabatha. 1 remember we laughed and told sto-
ries and of course we ate around the kitchen 
table. 
My mother made out shopping list, signed 
greeting cards, and paid bills, all around the 
kitchen table. She told me about all the times 
she and her Grandparents sat around the 
kitchen table and how much she learned from 
just listening to all of their stories. 
The kitchen table is a big part of our history. 
Back in the day, before it was legal, we learned 
how to read and write, we had meetings about 
our right to vote, our right to sit anywhere on 
the bus, and our right to attend any school, all 
around the kitchen table. 
So it should be no surprise tha( on Nov 4, 
Congressional Black Caucus Unveils 
New Officers For The 111th Congress 
"l am proud to have served as the 
20th Chair of the Congressional 
·Black Caucus," said 
Congresswoman Carolyn C. 
Kilpatrick (D-MI), Chairwoman of 
the Congressional Black Caucus. 
"Our theme: 'Change • Course, 
Confront Crisis, Continue the 
Legacy' has been embraced by 
Members of the CBC throughout 
the I 10th Congress. Today, as 
Members of the CBC continue 'in 
our rich legacy of leadership and 
service to our global community I 
am honored to present the CBC 
Officers for the 111th Congress." I 
"Congresswoman Barbara Lee 
(D-CA) has been unanimously 
elected to serve as the 21st Chair of 
the Congressional Black Caucus . A 
stalwart .for human rights, global 
peace, and social justice, 
Representative Lee is an acclaimed 
legislator. As First Vice-Chair of the 
CBC, she was one of the architects 
of the outreach strategy and led the 
charge to pass legislation removing 
Nelson Mandela from the U.S. ter-
rorist list. I am honored to hand the 
mantel of , CBC leadership to 
Chairwoman-elect Barbara Lee. I 
am confident she will lead the CBC 
in the 111th Congress." 
Other CBi:: Members elected to 
leadership posts include: 
Representative Emanuel Cleaver 
(MO) - First Vice Chair 
Representative Donna 
Christensen (VI) - Second Vice 
Chair 
Representative G. K. Butterfield 
(NC) - Secretary 
Representative Yvette Clarke 
(NY)-Whip . 
Chairwoman-elect Barbara Lee 
remarked, "I want to thank 
Chairwoman Kilpatrick who has 
done a phenomenal job in keeping 
our caucus together and for the 
many legis1ative victories achieved 
under her leadership and to congrat-
ulate our ne')"ly elected officers. The 
11 I th Congress will not only pres-
ent unique and difficult challenges, 
but also historic opportunities for 
our ca_ucus. I look forward to work-
ing with all of our CBC members to 
craft and implement a unified and 
bold agenda for the 11 1.th 
Congress." 
"The leadership demonstrated by 
all the Members of the 
Congressional Black Caucus is phe-
nomenal," added Chairwoman 
Kilpatrick. "Congratulations and a 
special prayer to the new leaders of 
the CBC. The 111th Congress will 
be historic. President-elect Barack 
Obama will be the 44th President of 
the United States. The CBC wel-
comes the opportunity to work with 
the new President and our col-
leagues in Congress to build a new 
America." 
2008 my mom was braiding my hair at the around the kitchen table. 
kitchen table when we elected our first African-
American President of the United States of Quyncee Janae Horne 
America. History was made, once again, 5th Grade 
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At UCR 'Real' Diversity Matters 
send more students to those with 
extra space, typically Riverside 
and Metced. 
Many predict that the µire con-
sequences w_ill push long term 
diversity goals to the back burner 
in a region where education often 
takes a back seat to family and 
financial difficulties. And where 
· outreach programs aimed at 
recruiting, retention and gradua-
tion of minority students usually 
are among the first on the chop-
. ping block. 
With a student enrollment of 
more than 17,000, Blacks com-
prise 7 .1 % of the student popula-
tion (1277). Whites make up 
68.3% (491) of UCR Laddei; 
Rank (tenured) faculty compared 
with 3.2% (23) Black, of that 1 
African-American faculty is .in 
the university's STEM fields (sci-
ence, technology, engineering and 
mathematics) 18.2% (13 1) Asian, 
5.0% (36) f:Iispanic, 6% (4) 
Amer-Indian. 
Chancello~ White insists while 
he is troubled by a state that does 
not practice affinnative action he 
remains committed 'to the univer-
sity's , goals of providing access 
and equity. 
"In raising money d making 
our case with communities and 
governments at-large·, the leader-
ship, . from the chancellor, deans 
and others has · to not only talk 
about developing a diverse popu-
lation and programs, but do it and 
believe in it." 
Continued on Page A-7 
New UCR Chancellor Timothy P. White at a campus rally·has been called everything from a 'hot rock star' to a 'breath of fresh air'. The hands-on 
chief says tough economic times won't push diversity goals to the back burner. Stop being gouged by cable/ 
Chancellor advances 
principles of inclusive-
ness with 'frank' dia-
logue 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Chris Levister 
On the surface Timothy P. 
"is the bedrock," he said. Less 
than six months after grabbing the 
baton at UCR, White by all 
accounts is. a huge hit on and off 
campus. 
faculty member. "Shifting para-
digms, shaking things up," That's 
an administrator. 
There won't be much of a hon-
eymoon for White though. 
Challenges of deep funding cuts 
and a hiring freeze fueled by the 
state's worsening budget crisis 
coupled with festering racial ten-
sions, a paucity of Black and 
Latino faculty and what some 
senior UCR officials and comrnu-
nity leaders describe as a "shame-
ful" record of retaining and grad-
uating students of color will see to 
that. 
The IO-campus University of 
California released a report last 
week that projects a 9 .4% hike for 
most in-state student fees , not 
including books and housing. 
Additionally UC officials warn it 
might have to limit admission to 




Ask how to get: Free D~ and Free /Pod 
Call 1-800-886-8849 
Hi h Speed Satellite Internet available eve here! 
White is a bundle of energy, who 
is serious about providing high-
quality education and whose 
motto is: "Every student is a gift 
and _every child deserves an 
opportunity to succeed". If first 
impressions are any indication, 
then Tim White's new job as 
chancellor of UC Riverside will 
be a cakewalk. 
The scene during a recent rally 
at the foot of the university's 
landmark bell tower was hectic 
and surreal. White dressed in a 
blue UCR I -sheet was the belle of 
the ball as students, faculty, and 
administrator's snapped pictures 
with cell phones and jockeyed for 
snippets of conversation. 
"What's your ambition," he 
asked a knot of students of polor 
Go Painlessly • • 
The faculty and staff have a 
"can-do spirit", the students are 
"inspiring" and the community 
gathered around him.• I 
Later when asked to describe 
snapshots of the event he uses 
words like: "joy," "excitement", 
"anticipation". "Look at those 
faces," he says with a wide grin. 
"He's a rock star, he's hot," 
That's a student. "Bright, thought 
provoking, transparent." That's a 
Mary Ann W. 
Compare and Save! 
"I want vour triends to have a 
good time here. But, no alcohol." 
As a parent, your position may not always be popular. But, as most parents agree, 
hosting a teen drinking party is wrong and illegal. So, talk with your teens, 
and help them find ways to have a good time without drinking. 
•• 
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. Buy THERA-GESICe 
A Free Service Le Vias and Associates 
300 Law Finns working together we will refer you to attorney's that 
specialize In your legal needs 
Criminal Cases Wc;,rkers Compensation 
Auto Accidents Medical Malpractice 
Slip & falls Family Law Probate 
(800) 500-7047 
(.(. . We are able to offer all of the products 
and services offered by the mega banks, 
while maintaining a focus and commit-
ment to developing and nurturing long-
term relatio
1
nships with our clients.,, 
~--
- Kerry L. Penderga~t 
President & CEO 
If you prefer the personal attention that comes from a 
local community bank, you have a choice. Now that your 
bank is changing, it is time to switch your relationship to a 
bank that believes in local expertise and superior 
' customer service. Premier Service Bank is locally owned 
and locally operated by highly experienced professionals 
who are involved, connected a nd committed to our local 
community. The bank does not have any sub-prime 
residential real estate loans in its portfolio. 
SAFE. SECURE. STABLE. 
W-here our na'lne says i~ -all. 
Stop by or call your nearest office and speak with your 
local banker. 
• Riverside 
3637 Arlington Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92506 
(951) 274-2400 
Corona 
102 E~ 6th Street 
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WILDFIRE 
Continued from Front Page 
strangers remains etched in our collec-
tive memory. The humanitarian spirit 
helped get us through the rough spots 
when hope seemed like a distant cry," 
she said. 
Sunday morning the couple loaded 
their vehicle with bottled water, flash-
lights and other emergency aid and 
,headed down the mountain toward the 
ravaged hills of Diamond Bar, Chin'o 
Hills and Corona in Riverside County, 
dubbed the Freeway Complex fire. 
At Corona High School amid the 200 
or so frightened and c;xhausted people 
evacuated from the fires some of the 
GALA 
Continued from Front Page 
official program begins at 7:30 p.m. 
The evening's silent auction 
items wil include one of a kind 
Obama memorabilia, ethnic art, and 
other unique items . 
Gala tickets are available for 
$100 per person and table sponsor-
ships are $1,500 for a table of IO. 
For more information please contact 
951.682.6070. To view this year's 
spectacular entertainment, visit 
www.blackvoicenews.com. 
THREAT 
Continued from Front Page 
such as people motivated by obses-
sions or infatuations or lower-level 
gestures such as effigies of a candi-
date or an elected president. The 
service has said it does not have the 
luxury of discounting anything until 
agents have investigated the poten-
tial danger. 
Racially tinged graffiti -- not nec-
essarily directed at Obama •• also 
has emerged in numerous reports 
across the nation since Election 
Day, prompting at least one news 
conference by a local chapter of the 
National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People in 
Georgia. 
A law enforcement official who 
also spoke on condition of anonymi-
ty because he was not authorized to 
speak publicly said that during the 
campaign there was a spike in anti-
Obama rhetoric on the Internet - "a 
lot of ranting and raving with no 
cppability, credibility or specificity 
to.it." 
LIFE.LINE 
Continued from Front Page 
The agency announced the plan 
Tuesday along with officials frolJI' 
the Treasury .:>epartment, Wells 
Fargo, the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development and Hope 
Now, an alliance of mortgage com-
panies organized by the Bush 
administration last year. 
To qualify, borrowers would have 
to be at least three months behind on 
their home Joans, and would need to 
have home loans worth at least 90% 
• their house's value. The interest rate 
or principal amount of the loan 
would be reduced so that borrowers 
would not. pay more than 38% of 
their income on housing expenses. 
Another option is for loans to be 
extended fro111 30 years to 40 years, 
and for some of the principal 
amount owed to be deferred inter-
est-free. But there's a catch. The 
plan focuses only on loans Fannie 
and Freddie own or guarantee. They 
ECONOMY 
Continued from Front Page 
'behind on his mortgage and he's 
worried that he won't qualify for the 
government's latest homeowner 
mortgage rescue plan because with-
out a job he can not show he can 
make paymen_ts on a smaller loan. "I 
worked for the same company since 
I 992 - It never occurred to me I'd 
be out here worrying about how to 
put food on the table." . says 
Thompson. 
He's not alone. Financial giant 
CitiCorp plan to lay off 53,000 
workers in 2009. "It's a scary time," 
Roberta Allen, 32 a nursing student 
said. Divorcee Allen says she's had 
no luck finding a part-time holiday 
job and is preparing to pawn her 
gold wedding rings. "People are 
worried ." She believes excessive 
worry can make the economy 
worse. "If employers don't hire and 
people fall into their own defensive 
crouch, they won't spend during the 
holidays. What can you do, it's a 
problem." 
A problem for retailers, like those 
at Inland Empire shopping meccas 
such as Inland Center, Tyler at 
Galleria. Ontario Mills and Victoria 
Gardens all of which are seeing 
slowing sales as the economy stalls. 
Allen is worried tliat less money 
first words we heard were 'We lost 
everything'. What do you say to some-
one whose worldly possessions are 
reduced to a pile of ash and twisted 
metal? Nothing! 
"You just hug them as if to breathe in 
their grieving and pain," said Mrs. 
Levister. "It's not something you can put 
into words - it's cerebral," said Dr. 
Levister. 
Red Cross and other emergency per-
sonnel in full disaster mode whizzed by 
us giving aide and comfort. It was all 
too familiar - the vivid stories of devas-
tation and survival, the grieving families 
embracing in the comer, babies wailing, 
the pungent odors of day old fast food, 
the smells of stale perfume, perspiration 
About The Whitney Young Jr. 
Service Award 
The Whitney M . Young, Jr. 
Service Award is presented to indi-
vidual volunteers or organizations 
that have macle an outstanding con-
tribution toward implementing 
Scouting opportunities for low-
income youth in both urban and 
rural areas. Established by the Boy 
Scouts of America in 1978, this spe-
cial recognition is named for the late 
Whitney M . Young, Jr., Civil Rights 
Spokesman and Executive Director 
of the Urban League from 1961-
1971. 
There were two threatening 
cases with racial overtones: 
- In Denver, a group of men with 
guns and bulletproof vests made 
racist threats against Obama and 
sparked fears of an assassination 
plot during the Democratic National 
Convention in August. 
- Just before the election, two 
skinheads in Tennessee were 
charged with plotting to behead 
Blacks across the country and assas-
sinate Obama while wearing white 
top hats and tuxedos . 
In both cases, authorities deter-
mined the men were not capable of 
carrying out their plots. 
In Milwaukee, police officials 
found a poster of Obama with a bul-
let going toward his head - discov-
ered on a table in a _oolice station. 
Chatter among white supremacists 
on the Internet has increased 
throughout the campaign and since 
Election Day. 
One of the most popular white 
supremacist Web sites got more than 
are the dominant players in the U.S. 
mortgage market but represent only 
20 percent of the delinquent loans. 
The approach, which goes into 
effect Dec. 15., "Will be standard for 
the industry to quickly move home-
owners into long term sustainable 
mortgages," said Treasury spokes-
woman Neel Kashkari . 
Critics were quick to pile on the 
plan calling the initiative too little 
too late for places Like "foreclosure 
alley", the Inland Empire. Sheila 
Bair, chairman of the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corp., said the 
plan "falls short of what is needed to 
achieve wide scale modifications of 
distressed mortgages." 
For the last few years the Inland 
Empire in Riverside County has 
been one of the fastest growing 
counties in the state - home to a 
major housing boom. But now the 
I.E. is pretty much the poster child 
for the foreclosure crisis with more 
than 50,000 foreclosures in the 
region in 2007. 
In newer developments, pouse 
in her pocket will mean no gifts 
under the holiday tree. I have a 4 
and 6 year old. How do you e,cplain 
Christmas without presents? 
Thompson wearing an Obama 
button isn't sure what anyone, 
including President-elect Barack 
Obama and his incoming adminis-
tration, can do to temper the current 
worries. He says he thinks Obama 
will create jobs and turn things 
around. 
But unfortunately not soon 
enough says Kathleen Oles, deputy 
director of programs and operations 
for the San Bernardino Workforce 
Investment Board's business unit. 
Gone are the days when our 
phones rang off the hook - employ-
ers seeking part-time seasonal 
workers said Oles . 
"We're getting far fewer requests. 
Employers are done hiring for this 
holiday season. Laid off seniors and 
experie~ced workers have flooded 
the market. They're willing to work 
longer for less so that puts pressure 
on college and high school students 
looking for work." 
Employment studies show Inland 
companies plan to slash their work . 
forces by I 3 percent between 
October and December. Analysts 
say some of the positions are con-
struction and financial related, but 
the majority of them are retail jobs, 
such as cashiers and stock clerks. 
Page A-4 
and poveny, the fishing buddies who 
found reason to rejoice, the steady 
stream of dazed and confused - people 
some who had shared the same neigh-
borhood for years meeting for the first 
time, "in many respects it was just so 
sad," recalled Mrs. Levister. "But at the 
end of the day it was neighbor helping 
neighbor, strangers helping strangers." 
The fact that these people were al I 
perfect strangers to us didn't matter we 
know compassion always receives part 
of its value from the manner in which it 
is bestowed. So we unloaded our care 
packages, rolled up our sleeves and got 
to work," said Dr. Levister. "lt felt &?00 
to give back." 
About The Black Voice 
Foundation 
The Black Voice Foundation for 
Media, History & the Arts has sev-
eral important cultural and educa-
tional programs that have been rec-
ognized throughout the state of 
·California including: Footsteps to 
Freedom Underground Railroad 
Study Tours, The Gospel Music 
History Project, Buckworld 
"California Hip-Hop Theater 
Studio", BVI and Internship 
Program, media projects, Booker T. 
Washington Public History Project, 
and the Isaac Family Collection of 
African Artifacts, 
2,000 new members the day after 
the election, compared with 91 new 
members on Election Day, accord-
ing to an AP count. The site, storm-
front.org, was temporarily off-line 
Nov. 5 because of the overwhelming 
amount of activity it received aft~r 
Election Day. On Saturday, one 
Stprmfront poster, identified as 
Dalderian Gennanicus, of North Las 
Vegas, said, "I want the SOB laid 
out in a box to see how 'messiahs' 
come to rest. God has abandoned us, 
this country is doomed." 
It is not surprising that a Black 
president would galvanize the white 
supremacist movement, said Mark 
Potok, director of the Southern 
Poverty Law Center, who studies 
the white supremacy movement. 
"The overwhelming flavor of the 
white supremacist world is a mix of 
desperation. confusion and hoping 
that this will somehow tum into a 
good thing for them," Potok said. 
He said hate groups have been on 
the rise in the past seven years 
because of a common concern about 
immigration . 
after house· sits vacant - either up 
for sale by a bank or going for 
what's called a "short sale" which is 
when the owner owes more than the 
house is worth. 
. With the government spending 
billions to aid distressed banks, "We 
must also devote some of that 
money to fixing the front-end prob-
lem: too many unaffordable 
homes," Bair said. 
Citigroup said Monday it is bait-
ing foreclosures for borrowers who 
live in their own homes, have decent 
incomes and stand a good chance of 
making lowered mortgage pay-
ments. JP Morgan Chase & Co. last 
month expanded its mortgage modi-
fication program to an estimated 
$70 billion in loans, which could aid 
as many as 400,000 customers. 
Starting December 1 , Bank of 
America Corp. plans to modify an 
estimated 400,000 loans held by 
newly acquired Countrywide 
Financial Corp as part of an $8.4 
billion legal settlement reached with 
11 states in early October. 
Last week Circuit City Stores, 
Inc. announced it is shutting down 
six Inland Empire stores - part of 
it's national bankruptcy protection 
filing. Foreclosures have skyrocket-
ed, Gas prices have dropped but 
·don 't feel a lot cheaper. With Wall 
Street edging back from the brink, 
the crisis of consume~ confidence 
has become the No. 1 short term 
issue for the economy. 
"The government expects jobless 
people to pay their mortgage, feed 
their kids and with confidence go 
out and create more debt. People are 
worried but they' re not stupid." said 
Thompson. 
Stupid or not the growing finan-
cial anxiety is keeping the phones 
ringing at Thurman Lee Jones' mar-
riage and family counseling practice 
in Highland. 
"I've seen a big up tick in marital 
problems . particularly among 
minorities and low income families .. 
You know the drill - last hired, first 
fired or laid · off," said Jones . 
"There's a lot of pressure on already 
fragile families . We see a lot of mis-
ery and hand wringing. People are 
watching their retirement and pen-
sions disappear, they can't afford to 
retire. For people young and old , the 
magnitude of ' this downturn is 
beginning to sink in. It's not a pret-
ty picture." · 
) 
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Order the Charter B~ndle: 
Cable TV • High-Sp~ed Internet • Phone 
Watch more. 
• Connect every TV and watch all your 
favorite channels! Great movies, sports and 
entertainment. 
• No expensive equipment to buy or dish to 
install on your home. 
• Local channels Included at no additional 
cost! 
/ 
- Surf faster. ---
• Download, surf and shop at blazing-fast 
speeds up to 5Mbps. 
• Bullt-in firewall, spam and virus protection. 
• Get 1.0 e-mail addresses per account-
enough for the whole family. 
Talk tons. 
• Keep your phone number when switching, 
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• Save more than 35% on your phone blll"' 
with Unlimited Local and Long Distance 
Calling standard-including the U.S., 
Canada and Puerto Rico. 
• Includes Voicemall and 10 calling features 
llke Caller ID, Call Waiting and more! 
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"Class" And "Classy" 
Fires Cause 
Unhealthy Air 
In the beginning the paradise nature of 
Africa, with its abundance of food, allowed 
Primitive (the first) Africans to engage in 
foresight and forethought-an essential 
ingredient for the cultivation of any high 
level civilization (Societal and 
Technological development) and culture 
([ntellectual, Feeling, and Spiritual develop-
ment). Geography continued to play a major 
role in Africans being able to pursue cher-
ished things not biologically necessary for 
survival. Also of particular importance was 
the introduction of agriculture (before 
? 12,000 BC) in the fertile deltas of the Nile 
River, such as those of Kemit (Egypt) . 
Whereas primitive agriculture exhausts the 
soil and compels frequent migrations, this 
was not the case of the Nile River deltas 
because of its yearly over-flow. Instead, the 
replenishing of the agricultural land with 
rich soil deposited by the flood ensured a 
surplus of food produced by one man's labor 
that was far above one man's needs. This 
alone was sufficient to make possible the 
creation of a small leisure class (from which 
the word "Scholar" derives) who thought 
deeply about order in the seen and the 
unseen. Two features of such thoughts were 
to view Class as a collection of objects to 
which a concept applies (Type I); and to 
view Class as a collection of objects that 
have a part in common (Type II). 
' Manipulating and maneuvering !hese con-
cepts enabled them to create or to invent 
things like writing, architecture, mathemat-
ics, astronomy, and other arts essential to all 
subsequent civilizations and cultures. 
From "culture" being a thing of the mind, 
the highest thoughts of things-whether 
related to knowledge, inferences pertaining 
to the Sublime, Pure Feelings, and/or 
Emotions-were of a top Type II Class 
nature. Examples of Type II thinking are: to 
be aware in space and time of the minute-
ness of oneself and of ones immediate envi-
ronment in relation to the Cosmos; to see 
ones own country not only as borne but as 
one among the countries of the world-All 
with an equal right to live and think and feel 
in a free manner that benefits humanity; and 
to see ones own age in relation to the past 
and the future. Products from seeing such 
things in a Wholistic manner (that all God's 
creatures and creations are related no matter 
how remote in time or space) were deemed 
by Ancient Africans to have "Class." In 
African Tradition the marquees of "Oass" 
come from the Wholistic thinking that pro-
duces harmony and unity--both universally 
acknowledged to be superior to any other 
works of the same type and to be of endur-
ing worth, value, and appeal that does not 
diminish over time. 
Among Europeans, balance and propor-
tion are emphasized for the highest appeal. 
Fashion designs that show "great style or 
quality" are deemed Type I "Classy." A tra-
ditional example is shown in Classic Dress-
-a simple garment, of solid color, unadorned, 
of moderate length, and that remains fash-
ionable regardless of changes in fads. It may 
be accessorized by accents of jewelry. 
Shared features of Class throughout the 
world include serenity; a detached bearing; a 
dignity that conveys the sense of being god-
like; and the possession of perfection and · 
beauty that transcends time. Class Beauty · 
emerges from and also generates elegant 
simplicity; fine design; and a flowing har-
mony that creates a fon:n and pleasurable 
atmosphere not subject to deteriorating over 
time. Top Class is inspirational and is 
wrapped with the sense of universality about 
it. A Classy Person sees a situation from the 
other's point of view and then solves a com-
mon problem from a mutually beneficial 
point of view. Or, when that is not realistic, 
then makes excuses for the guilty. To do this 
effectively involves stepping back into time 
and bringing the best of it forward to deal 
with the present and to predict the future. A 
Cl,tss Act is to show Appreciation, Thanks & 
Gratefulness. Automatically demonstrating 
compassipn is a masterpiece of classy 
human behavior. 
The smoke, ash and soot from the 
three wildfues burning around the 
county are polluting the air we 
breathe. The winds may have 
relented allowing ·blue skies to 
reappear, but don't be misled. 
While they may not be visible to the 
naked eye, there are stiJI plenty of 
harmful toxins and particulate in 
the air. This is especially dangerous 
for people with chronic health prob-
lems, seniors and youngsters. 
Protect yourself because even 
short-term exposure can impact 
your body. 
,. 
The 2008 Presidential Campaign Was Reminiscent Of "Roots" 
Public health officials in 
Riverside and San Bernardino 
Counties have issued emergency air 
quality alerts and warnings advising 
people to stay inside. Children and 
the elderly are particularly vulnera-
ble. It's really important to keep 
them safe inside. 
This is especially true for seniors 
with chronic health problems, such 
as heart conditions, asthma or 
chronic obstructive lung disease. 
Children with any kind ?f respirato-
ry problems. 
Smoke and ash can cause serious 
health risks when inhaled. There are 
steps you can take to protect your 
lungs. 
If you have air conditioning, start 
running it so soot and ash is filtered 
out. Keep doors and windows 
closed to keep ash and smoke ·from 
seeping in. The dry weather condi-
tion can cause dry skin, chapped 
lips and trigger allergies. 
., 
Richard 0 . 
JONES 
Not since the TV mrntseries Roots 
( 1977) and Roots: The Next Generation 
(1979) based on Alex Haley's novel about 
several generations of an American Black 
family from slavery to freedom have 
Americans been so captivated by television 
until Roots: The Presidential Campaign 
Juanita 
BARNES 
(2008). The star of the modem day minis-
eries was Barack Obama who through his 
African roots knew· of his ancestor Kunta 
Kinte that was abducted into American 
slavery in 1767 and constantly plotted to 
run away. Hillary Clinton is the modern day 
version of Miss Anne who was the White 
woman that taught her slave-girl Kizzy 
(Kunta Kinte's daughter) to read. John 
McCain is a descendant of John Reynolds 
who was the first master of Kunte Kinte. 
"The 2008 Presidential Campaign," was a 
seismic ending to the saga of Roots where 
ironically, Obama runs vicariously for 
Kinte, although miraculously Obamas' run 
was for the office of President of the United 
States, 24 I years later. 
Recently one of our local pastors spoke 
about our economic turmoil. He said, "our 
faith in God is being pressed hard in this sea-
sorz of economic t11rmoil. No matter how hard 
times get, the fact remains that someone else 
is struggling worse than you. The book of 
Daniel depicts such an event that transcends 
beyond human imagination, and just like so 
many of us today, Daniel 's faith was tested 
under fire ." 
In Roots: The Presidential Campaign, 
Senator Obama campaigns to become the 
first Black presidential nominee as his com-
petitor Senator Hillary Clinton dupes many 
women to believe that a win for her- would' 
be a glass ceiling breaking victory for all 
women. Clinton conspicuously never men-
tioned that twenty-nine women have served 
as the governor ·of a U.S. state, including 
two in an acting capacity. The first fe~ale 
governor was Nellie Taylor Ross of 
Wyoming who was elected in I 924, during 
an e~a when Blacks couldn't even vote. As 
Clinton made women feel alienated from 
the political process nine women were 
active governors of U.S. states, including 
Sarah Palin of Alaska. Black men are still 
HELLO MORENO VALLEY 
Where Dreams Soar 
Moreno Valley today was the hornegoing 
celebrarion services for our longtime friend 
and resident of the city Mr. Louis Eason Jr. 
Louis thanks for being a good neighbor and 
friend. Louis and his late wife "Rubbie" 
worked a food bank from their home for 
many years. They also worked the polls until 
their health would no longer pennit. I know 
politically second to women in major elec-
tive political posts with only two elected 
Black governors in American History, L. 
Douglas Wilder (Virginia, 1994 - 95) and 
Deval Patrick (Massachusetts, 2006 - pres-
ent) . Clinton and her feminist supporters 
also cleverly avoided the fact that the first 
female Secretary of State, Madeleine K. 
Albright who served prior to Colin 
Powell's' appointment debunked the glass 
ceiling myth as did the historical victory of 
Nancy Pelosi by becoming the first female 
Speaker of the U.S. House of_ 
Representatives, which is a position that no 
Black has held. 
The historical aspect of the campaign 
was bigger than social issues, Black pride, 
they are still giving back. They always had 
room for one more. We will miss Louis. If 
you can, help someone have a great 
Thanksgiving in Louis' honor. 
Let us remember one another and let us 
always pray for one another. As I laid in the 
ambulance on 11/16/08, I thought Lord come 
on you said I 00 or so. But vertigo will make 
you think you are leaving. Today l feel a little 
better after leaving the hospital with meds in 
and even than Obama himself. This was the J 
final chapter of Roots. Senator Obama wins 
the nomination and later defeats McCain in 
the presidential election by a landslide to 
become the first Black president in 
America. Obama's victory serves as undis- • 
putable evidence to all reasonable 
Americans that Martin Luther King's . 
dream had been fulfilled. America became 
an unparalleled global moral leader and 
example of "Yes You Can!" Ironically, 
Kinte, the slave, ran to escape American 
government while Obama, the senator, ran 
to administrate America's government. 
Roots: The Presidential Campaign, a great 
. American story. 
my body. Keep me in your prayers. my race is 
not over, I must run a little longer. I have 
some more hills to climb and races to run. 
Then I will know as MAYA ANGELOU 
wrote: I Know Why The Cage Bird Sing, 
Wouldn't Take Nothing For My Journey 
Now,And Still I Rise. I pray that you have the 
most blessed thanksgiving ever, and keep you 
eyes on the prize. 
Moisten the_ air with a vaporizer 
or humidifier. Take your medica-
tion, drink plenty of water and eat a 
healthy diet. Avoid lotions, hair and 
bath products with perfumes and 
alcohol. 
Make sure you get your flu vac-
cination this year. 
Pay attention to the air quality in 
your neighborhood . Be prepared as 
those notorious hot Santa Ana 
winds can return with a vengeance. 
We've hanged Too . . . 
www.blackvoicenews.com. / 
B LACK: VOICE NEWS F□UN OATION AND LJ CR ARTS BLOCK PRESENT 
TECH-TUESDAYS 
DIGITAL MEDIA MINI-CAMP 
TUESDAY NIGHTS 6:00 - 9:00 PM 
UCR California Museum of Photography - Digital Studio 
October 28 
Media Literacy 
November 4, 11, 18 
Digital Photography Workshop 
December 2, 9, 16 
Audio & Video Production Workshops 
Open to participants: 16 - 24 yrs 
Limited to 20 students - Call for reservations 
(951) 827-4796 
Black Voice News was established in 1972 to corrmunicate information to all Jllembers of the Inland Empire. 
As a member of The Black Press it believes that America can best lead the world away from racial and national 
_ antagonisms when it accords to eve<y person, regardless of ra".8, color or creed, full human and legal rights. 
VCR/California Museum of Photography aims to provide a cultural presence, e,:Jucational resource, community 
center and intellectual meeting ground for the Riverside community. The UCR ARTSblock Education Department works 
with local and re:ional arts orga1izations, businesses, and teachers lo develop engaging!Iledia-based programs, lectures, 
and famiy-friendly events that serve as ifelong learning opportunities for all ages. Wrthin the Digital Studio, visiting 
artists, edl.KiltOIS and the general public are able to work with leading·edge computer technology through on-going 
access and professialal training on a regular basis. 
UCR ARTSblock 
California Museum of Photography Sweeney Art Gallery Cuiver Center for the Arts 
3800 Main Street Riverside CA 92501 951 827-4 796 www.artsblock.ucr.edu digitalstudioinfo@ucr.edu 
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you're not alone. 
Call us. We may 
be able to help. 
I • 
If yoo're a Countrywide mortgage customer having a 
difficult time making your house payments, call one 
of our specially trained Home Retention Specialists. 
Countrywide wants to help you to keep your home. 
The sooner we can talk, the sooner we can try to hel-p. 
~ Call Countrywide Mortgage Help: 1-888-200-5872 
Reference number: 222 
5 AM-9 PM PT, Monday-Thursday 
5 AM-7 PM PT, Friday 
-Gt Equal Housing Lender. C 2008 Countrywide Bank, FSB. Member FDIC. Trade/servlt1t marks are the property of Countrywide Financial 
Corporation, C011ntrywide Bank, FSB, or their respective affiliates and/oi subsi<liaries. 
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Senator Gloria Negrete McLeod: High Schqol 
Students "Frame" The Future 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
In an effort to raise awareness for the 
arts and woodshop crafting, California 
State Senator Gloria Negrete McLepd is 
sponsoring a "Frame Our Future" con-
test. 
School districts on the east side of 
the 32nd Senate District have been 
invited to participate in the "Frame Our 
Future" competition, which provides a 
unique outlet for talented students 
working in the craft of woodshop and in 
tne arts to express their creativity and 
compete for art supplies and prizes. 
"My goal in organizing this project is 
threefold: to network in a rneaningfui 
Senator Gloria Negrete Mcleod 
r-------------- -------, 
Stay connected for · 
$ 5000 / year with an 
annual subscription 
to The Black Voice 
News 
es I'm Interested, please contact me at: 
First.Name 
way with area students, to promote pub-
lic/private partnerships between busi-
nesses and local schools, and to pro-
mote the arts and crafts and encourage 
talented students to continue in the 
field," Negrete McLeod said. 
will be donated by generous local busi-
nesses and non-profits such as Unique 
Mat & Frame, JMW, Cardenas Markets, . 
Del Real Foods, AT&T, Young 
Visionaries Youth Leadership Academy, 
Fiesta Village Family Fun Park, Lewis 
Operating Corporation and Union 
Pacific Railroad. 
The winning project will be 
announced Friday, December 5, 2008 
with a special assembly held irr mid-
January where Senator Negrete 
McLeod will personally recognize par-
Students from the participating 
school will design and create a frame to 
display the State Senate's 32nd District 
map. The winning school will receive 
art supplies and other prizes donated to 
their school's arts and woodshop pro-
grams by community sponsors. The 
winning frame will be displayed in Sen. 
Negrete McLeod's· San Bernardino 
District Office. 
. ticipants and present the prizes. 
All materials, supplies and awards 
For more infonnation -please contact 
Manuel Carrillo or Kristina Frolova at 
909-381-3832. 
Assembly Member Carter Announces Her 
Second Annual "It Ought to Be a Law" Contest 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Have you ever thought to 
yourself that something should · 
be a law, but isn't? Have you 
ever felt that a law was unfair 
and wished that there was 
something that could be done to 
change it? Well then, as your 
Assembly Member, I want to 
hear from you! I am proud to 
announce the launch of this 
year's "It Ought to Be a Law" 
contest in the 62nd Assembly 
District. 
As your Assembly Member, I 
strongly urge all residents of 
the 62nd Assembly District to 
submit ideas for new bills, so 
that I can better represent our 
district in Sacramento, and 
· make significant changes that , 
will make , a difference in our 
COQllllUoity. 
Please go to my website in 
order to complete and submit 
the application(also available in 
Spanish) by November 30, 
2008 to be considered for the 
Second Annual "It Ought to Be 
a Law" Contest. 
Completed applications 
should be mailed to P.O. Box 
942849, Sacramento,CA 
94249-0062. 
If you have any questions 
please contact Assembly 
Member Carter's district office 
at (909) 820-5008. 
Cate1ory Readers Cholee Winner! 
* Best BBQ - 1st Place * Best New Restaurant - 1st Place * Best Seafood - 2nd Place 
You've tried the rest, now try the best! 
"You dou•t n~ no tttlh to~ t my bt:t:r• 
951-681-1993' ___ ~-a, 
8022 Umonite Avenue ~ .. , 
Suite 101 • Riverside 
www.m~bbq.com 
Business Directory 
Advertise for as low as 
Call 951.682.6070 
Anna Wenger 
· Law Offices of 
RICHARD F. NEVINS 
LIVING TRUSTS • WILLS • PROBATE 
INCORPORATIONS • PARTNERSHIPS 
(951) (,86-5/93 
3995 Brockton Avenue, Riverside, CA 92501 
951258-0060 ~ OPEN 24 HOURS 87~591-ASAP (2727) 
' . : • . I 
In~ram (Rocky) V(Jlshin~on • 
FREE Personal Training 
FREE Nutritional Guidance! 
Guaranteed Results 
Come experience the difference in a facility that is never crowded, 
but always clean and friendly. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Rialto's onlv true fitness center for men and women. All ages welcome ~,~_,,...,, 
·~ ~ 170 N. Arrowhead Avenue 
Ask About Free stutr }Z Rialto, CA 92376 --c About Dlscoun':;:J (off Rialto Ave. between Cactus and Cedar) 
- www.wgrialto.com 909.877 .4305 
Embroidery, Screen Printing & Promotional Products 
-
Digitizing LOG O's • Golf/Polo & Greek ';Near 
Teamwear • Spiritwear" • Towels • T-Shirts 
Caps • Gifts·& More 
• Riverside Zeretha W ashington, Owner 
'I 0530 Magnolia Ste. A. ............................................. 95 1353-9560 
' 
ATTORNEY --i& Law Offices of """"a ......... 
Aaron L .. Tumer 
(9()())383-8480 
• Aggressive Personal Ref resentation 
• Criminal Law ' 
• Felonies & Misdemeanors 
LAW OFFICES OF 0CHURU & AsSOCIATES 
Criminal Defense Law 
Divorce / Family Law 
Civil Lawsuits (Trials) 
Former Police Officer/U.S . Marine Corps Ve teran 
Reasonable Fees - Flat Fees - No Interest Payment Plans 
Riverside. Orange. San Bernardino. a nd L .A . counties 
C all (888) 682-3049 I Toll F ree - 24 hours 
WWW .. Z ULUALILAW.CCJM 
rILE B.1\ KRrPTCY 
Under New Law 
~
www.soodlawoffices.com 
• $100 discount with reference of~ ad 
• Divorl'f/Custody/Vbitadow'Support 
• Salllrday & E\eaing Appts. Available 
1111 r- ~1ANAGEMENT SERVICES 
4LifeEnterprises.com, LLC 
Presents 
The Black Business Resource 
and Networking Directory 
www.theblackbrand.com 
951-571-3258 
LC. Concrete~ Masonry 
Your Custom Concrete Specialist 
18 years of Experience 
Stamp Concrete, Entrance Way, Drive Ways, 
Foundations, BBQs, Backyards, Chimney, 
Black Wall, Flagstone, Stucco, Patio Cover 
and many more. 
Call For free Estimates 
Office 951.924.0470 
Cell 951.907.0530 Ask For Lorenzo 
CMC General Contractor CA. Lie 9-1 0968 
-
REGLAZING 
= PRO = 
Replace? Refinish While You Can! 
Bath Tubs • Sinks • Counters • Walls 
Tile • Fiberglass • Cast Iron • Formica 
RERNISH 
Batht ub Offer $249 
Regular Price '299 
RECONDmON 
Bathtub Offer $159 
Regular Price '199 
9
" 224.5 155 
Poject _ "°"" °""'"'-
~ Systems Design & Implementation 
I ' "'I"-< , ,,,111: I ' ll< •II< I \ 
ll<l\\\J\ l 'I l <lllc,.J\11 
' .,,._ Forms, Tables & Chart Design 
evelopment ~ Powerpoint PresentatiORS 
. ~ Database update & Compilation 
~ Mail Merge, Labels & Fulfillment 
er · ces ~ Group On-site Training 
VI ~ Private Computer Classes 
FOR A FREE CONSULTATION 
95 1.5 1 5.2613 
e ~m a il o nnawenger(i,) hotmai l .com 
,BARBER 
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The Black Voice News 
UCR 
Continued from Page A-3 
"Direct personal' involvement 
with the students and their issues, 
clearly articulated goals, transpar-
ent disclosure of accomplish-
ments and failures are proven best 
practices," said White. 
In 2007 dozens of Black stu-
dents staged a noisy campus 
demonstration claiming the uni-
versity's majority white adminis-
tration tolerates an unhealthy cul-
ture of low expectations, race-
based stereotypes from faculty, 
lack of space/funds for Black stu-
dent and multicultural organiza-
tions, lack luster academic advis-
ing for minorities, few opportuni-
ties for cross-racial conversations 
and too few Black professors. 
A past officer of the campus 
organization Africa_n-Americans 
United in Science lamented 
recently, "Much confusion still 
exists as to what diversity means 
in a pnictical and meaningful \.vay. 
Some current members worry that 
weak students drop out rather 
than ask for help. Others argue 
past administrations routinely dis-
missed cries for help as being 
' lazy, ill-prepared and trouble-
making' . 
Other minority students and 
faculty charge there is a tremen-
dous disconnect between 
espoused and enacted institutional 
values - ~rceived as rhetoric by 
white and minority students alike 
and that institutional bragging 
about being deeply committed to 
diversity and inclusiveness 
"amounts to little more than lip 
service and unwarranted bluster." 
Leaders from communities of 
color stepped in agreeing the per-
ception is reality citing the uni-
BUI l.DI NG Bl TTl R COMMUN ITI LS 
Page A-7 • I 
UCR SENATE LADDER RANK FACULTY 
BY ETHNICITY AND GENDER 
AS OF 10-27 -08a,b 
(New Hires with Accepted Offers and Returning Faculty) 
Count Column N % 
ETHNIC CATEGORY WHITE I 491 68.3% 
BLACK 23 3.2% 
HISPANIC 36 5.0% 
ASIAN 131 18.2% 
AMER-IND 4 . .6% 
UN DECLARE DC 11 1.5% 
• UNKNOWN d 23 3.2% 
Total 719 100.0% 
GENDER I MALE 496 69.0% 
FEMALE 223 31.0% . . 
Total 719 100.0% 
a . Data Source: PPS and APO Internal Data 
b. Headcounts include Faculty Administrative Appointments including the 
Chancellor, Vice Chancellor, Vice Provosts and EVC. 
c. Undeclared = Faculty members who have not yet declared their ethnicity 
d . Unknown = Faculty members who choose not to declare their ethnicity 
versity's historically chilly envi-
ronment for gainful Black and 
Latino community involvement. 
"We have to create an environ-
ment where every student has the 
resources to explore, imagine and 
excel, where no student is 
ashamed to ask for help. As an 
immigrant one of my biggest 
challenges was to be able to say I 
don't know or I need help. I grew 
up thinking that was a sign of 
weakness . For us to do anything 
that's going to have an impact and 
work at achieving social justice ... 
we must have some difficult con-
versations." 
At his hiring White recalled a 
UC Regent saying, 'Tim you look 
• like, taste like, smell like - you 
are California' - "I took that both 
as a compliment and a challenge-
because in many respects the road 
to the future of America runs right 
through UC Riverside." 
"For everybody here of color 
or no; of privilege or not of left, 
· right or no view, we have a unique 
opportunity to study and experi-
ence human ambition through 
Thursday, November 20, 2008 
lens reflecting the beauty of our 
society -1 it's a gift which cannot 
and wiU not be takeri lightly under 
my administration," said White. 
The father of 4 and a half year 
old Logan at home, two boys in 
college in Northern California 
and a college educated son in the 
workforce White is no stranger to 
the angst of feeling overwhelmed 
a:nd isolated on a majority white 
campus. 
"I come from very humble and 
modest beginnings." An immi-
grant from Argentina who attend-
ed Diablo Valley Community 
College, Cal State Uniyersity 
Fresno and earned his Ph.D from 
UC Berkeley, White is a natural! 
ized U.S. citizen and first genera-
tion college gradt.1ate'who~e fami- . 
ly valued education. 
"We had basically nothing 
when we came here. My parents 
instilled in me a sense that with 
hard work and a few breaks . you 
can make a better life," he said. 
"For me what bas transformed my 
life is education." 
"I understand the whole col-
lege thing especially first genera-
tion, the apprehension of how do 
you get in, fit in and how do you 
develop the confidence that you 
are just as capable as the person 
sitting next to you." A notion 
White says particularly tran-
scends communities of color. 
"I believe we have a moral 
responsibility to pass that on . I 
want to knqw why many of our 
Black students are not graduating. 
We will never compromise aca-
demic integrity or seek to skirt 
laws but we can't turn our backs 
. on some while helping others. We 
must establish support systems to 
give certain individuals a little 
more tape on their ankles and a 
few more rubber bands on their 
goggles." 
White is wide eyed over the 
'Chancellor's cabinet' a newly 
created inclusion initiative. For 
the first time in the university's 
history two elected students grad-
uate/undergraduate now have a 
critical voice · in weekly senior 
level discussions. 
A new website ' Dear 
Chancellor' en.courages students, 
faculty and administrators to e-
mail White anonymously or ·not. 
"Every e-mail gets read. Critical 
concerns land on my desk. No one 
including me will pull rank." 
On any given day White can be 
spotted with wife Karen in tow 
canvassing the rambling campus 
mining· what he calls critical 
human data from frank discus-
sions and lively conversation. 
"My whole approach in the first 
JOO days is to listen, observe and 
learn ." 
"J just happen to enjoy talking 
to people. I want to hear their life 
experiences, ambitions, fears and 
apprehensions. I'm not going to 
solve problems in these conversa-
tions or do end-runs to fix things 
but as I hear the words and see the 
faces I get the pulse of this cam-
pus." 
White says the goal is to ensure 
that "diversity is a defining char-
acteristic · at UCR, so that if it 
were a pie, every time you slice it 
there are several aspects of meas-
urable diversity." 
It might be a Little uncomfort-
able - "nobody wants to address 
their own biases," but says White, 
· giving "lip service to what is 
morally the right thing to do does-
n't do anybody any good and it 
really stops folks from succeed-
ing." 
Culinary Students Bring 
Smiles To Hospital's Kids 
Supervisors Name Muse11:m Hall In Honor Of,Hansberger 
The Black Voice News 
sAN BERNARDINO 
Seriously ill boys and girls at 
Loma Linda Children's Hospital 
11234 Anderson Street, from 10 
a.m. wrtil 3 p.m. There tliey will 
&ather with the young patients to 
help the children decorate the 100 
gingerbread houses for · Christmas 
Photo by Carl Dameron 
Two-and-a-half-year-old Jose from. Fontana decorated his gin-
gerbread house and ate candy and icing last year, where he was 
recovering from a life-threatening dog bite to his head. Jose 
was helped by his mom Alica Tapea and Culinary student Nina 
Mendoza . . 
Photo by Carl Dameron 
Jayden Gonzales two years old from Indio decorated his ginger-
bread house at the Loma Linda University Children's Hospital 
last year, where he was recoverin9 from leukemia. Jayden was 
helped by his mom Jennifer and Culinary student Nina 
Mendoza. 
will have something to smile about 
this Chr-istmas season as students 
from the International Culinary 
School at The Art Institute of 
California - Inland Empire once 
again create a hundred gingerbread 
houses for the kids to decorate. 
"Last year was our first time 
~orking with the culinary students," 
notes Dottie Rice, a niny-year vol-
unteer with the hospital's guild, Big 
Hearts for Little Hearts. "Our chil-
dren were just thrilled, and really 
look forward to such a fun project 
once again." 
On Monday, December 1, the stu-
dents, headed by The Art Institute's 
Culinary Director and Executive 
Chef E;-ad Joseph, "".ill meet at the 
Loma Linda Children's Hospital , 
utilizing candy and frosting galore. 
The public is invited to stop by for a 
few minutes or even longer, to help 
the sick and terminally ill boys and 
girls. 
The finished houses, as always, 
are then put on public display in the 
hospital lobby where they'll be 
shown through the middle of 
January. Guild . President Eloise 
· Habeadst says that people come 
from all over the lnland Empire just 
to see what the culinary students 
and the young patients have cbme 
up with . 
For more information cir a free 
tour of The Art Institute of 
California - Inland Empire call 
(909) 915-2100 or go on line to 
artinstitutes .edu/inlandempire. 
p 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
The Board of Supervisors 
announced pl.ans to name the newest 
attraction at the San Bernardino 
County Museum after Third District 
Supervisor Dennis Hansberger on 
the occasion of his final meeting as 
a member of the board. 
The Dennis Hansberger Hall of 
Geologic Wonders is scheduled to 
open in the spring of 2009. The 
12,000-square-foot, three-floor 
addition to the County Museum in 
Redlands :will feature exhibits 
focused on the geologic history of 
the South',\'est. 
D~ring the meeting, . Supervisor 
Hansberger was also honored by· a 
long list of elected officials and pub-
lic agencies for his years of service 
to the people of San Bernardino 
County. 
Supervisor Hansberger has been a 
member of the Board of Supervisors 
for 20 years, from 1972 to 1980 and 
from 1996 until the present. During 
that time he served as a strong advo-
cate for the County Museum and 
other c.ultural and quality-of-life 
services for residents, a consistent 
voice for reform and ethics, a sup-
porter of fiscal resp<;msibility and 
accountability, and a proponent for 
countless essential projects in his 
district and throughout the county. 
Supervisor Hansberger will be suc-
ceeded by Supervisor-elect Neil 
Derry on Dec. 1. 
"We've had a good run and have 
accomplished a great deal ," 
Supervisor Dennis Hansberger 
Supervisor Hansberger said. "In the 
difficult time ahead, this county is 
better prepared to survive than · any 
other." 
He cited among his proudest 
accomplishments San Timoteo 
Creek, the removal of 400 aban-
doned shacks from the desert, the 
county's first combined library and 
senior citizen's center in Mentone, 
the planned expansion and relpca-
tion of the Moonridge Zoo, the 
rebuilding of Cedar Glen folJowing 
the 2003 wildfires, and fue preven-
tion efforts in the mountains. 
"We are working to create. a place 
where people WJlnt to be," 
Supervisor Hansberger continued. 
"My colJeagues don't focus on what 
we aren't. Hell,) us bec_ome our 
dream." 
"I've always seen Supervisor 
Hansberger as the dean of the Board 
Jessie Turner Offers Shop 'Till 
You Drop Break For Parents 
The Black Voice News 
FONfANA 
The Mayor and City Council 
invite parents to register tMir chil-
dren ages 5 to 14 for the first Shop 
'Till You Drop day. While parents 
and caregivers take advantage of 
sales on the biggest shopping day of 
the year, kids will enjoy a day of fun 
at the new Jessie Turner Health and 
Fitness Community Center located 
at 15556 Summit Avenue. The 
event is Friday, November 28 from 
6 am to 4 pm for $30. 
Forget the babysitter or long 
hours of endless questions such as 
are we done yet? or why tan't I 
have it now? The Jessie Turner 
Health and Fitness Community 
Center is offering an unique oppor-
tunity to families this year. 
Children win be treated to a day 
filled with arts apd crafts, basketball 
in the new gym~ group games, and 
fantastic video games in the new 
43~000 square foot Community 
' 1' 
Center. Everyone will win with this 
opportunity to shop without worries 
and play with new friends or old at 
the center located in the new 38 acre 
Fontana Park. 
Already, staff have created fun 
events for children, adults, even the 
family dog. On October 28, 150 
dogs were entered · into the 
Halloween Howl, a pre-Halloween 
event in the Dpg Park at Fontana 
Park. Two days later 1 ,000 people 
came to celebrate the first Chills and 
Thrillz Halloween at the · new 
Community Center which officially 
opened on October 25. The grand 
opening was celebrated by 30 ,000 
people who visited the park, played 
in the pool, or watched pro skaters 
in the Skate and BMX Park. 
For more information about the 
upcoming Shop 'Till You Drop, 
please call the Jessie Turner Health 
and Fitness Community Centerat 
(909) 854-5100 or visit from 8 am 
to 8 pm Monday through Sunday. 
of Supervisors because of his 
breadth of historical knowledge 
about so many aspects of county 
government," said Board of 
Suporvisors -.Chairman Paul Biane 
"Dennis has been a dedicated leader 
of the Third District during his 20 
years as an elected county supervi-
sor, and it was an honor to serve 
beside him." 
"To use a baseball metaphor, 
Dennis 'called them like he saw 
them,"' said Board Vice Chairman 
G.ary Ovitt. "From President 
Richard,' Nixon to President-Elect 
Barack Obama, Dennis has been a 
presence on the county scene. Hi~ 
institutional knowledge and histori-
cal memory is irreplaceable and will . 
be missed ." 
"When I think of Supervisor 
Hansberger, two words first come to 
mind: wisdom and integrity," said 
Fifth District Supervisor Josie 
Gonzales. "As the true historian of 
our board, he's been retrospective as 
well as prospective in our discus-
sions on critical issues impacting 
San Bernardino County residents. It 
has been my honor to serve along-
side him. T will miss his humor, his, 
camaraderie, his steadfastness, and 
his genuine caring for the people we 
serve." 
"I have always respected Dennis' 
knowledge of county issues. He has 
achieved an extraordinary career 
serving county residents," said First 
District Supervisor Brad Mitzelfelt. 
"Supervisor Hansberger carries a 
tremendous amount of institutional 
memory with him as he retires," said 
County Administrative Officer Mark 
Uffer. "Having had the opportunity 
to work for him as director of the 
County's Arrowhead Regional 
Medical Center and now as County 
Administrat ive •officer, I was 
always able to gain a countywide 
view of the issues at hand. We will 
all certainly miss that perspective as 
he moves on to other challenges." 
SUBSCRIBE & ADVERTISE 
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Erasing The Black~Brown Divide 
"Si se puede ": 
Latinos savor key role 
in Obama victory 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Chris Levister 
When Lisa Altamirano phoned 
her son Vincent in Riverside on 
Election Night, she was sobbing 
away, . 
Any other time that would've 
caused her-15-year old great con-
cern considering the ear jarring 
cheering, horn blowing and jubila-
tion he heard in the background. But 
he knew these were tears of joy. Like · 
millions of others, his mother was 
celebrating President-elect Barack 
Obama's historic victory. 
"People of every ethnicity and 
persuasion came together under one 
motto 'si se puede' 'yes we can' - "J 
couldn't stop crying. It was a defin-
ing moment for America," recalls 
Altamirano. 
A jaw-dropping 67% of Latinos 
voted for Obama two-thirds of those 
were under the age of 30. Hailed as 
a key voting bloc, they not only 
erased recent gains by Republicans 
but shattered the myth of a Black-
Latino divide. Nationwide he 
grabbed an astonishing· 95% of the 
African American vote. Although he 
lost among white voters the 
President-elect scored across the 
board with young first time voters. 
Altamirano and hundreds of 
Democratic campaign volunteers 
spent countless hours and weekends 
registering Latino and other Inland 
Empire voters. Days before the his-
toric vote she drove solo nearly 200 
miles from California to the battle-
ground state of Nevada where she 
canvassed neighborhoods in search 
of undecided voters. 
''To see those voter lines wrapped 
around polling places in the run up 
to the election was a testament to the 
power of unprecedented Black, 
White, Brown. voter and volunteer 
participation. The process was 
exhausting but in the long run every 
pioment spent QyJpeg keep hope 
/ 
alive," she said. 
When millions of Americans 
went to the polls on the morning of 
November 4 voters didn't know 
whether a Black man could be elect-
ed president of the United States. 
That night they delivered a smashing 
victory to the 4 7-year-old first term 
senator from Illinois. 
"If there is anyone out there who 
still doubts that America is a place 
where all things are possible," the 
President-elect said .... "tonight is 
your answer." 
"To witness the faces of older 
Blacks overwhelmed with hope for 
change brought tears to my eyes. 
Who would have thought a Black 
man and the son of a Muslim would 
become President of the United 
States of America, WOW!" 
"It felt empowering to know that 
I helped make history," said 
Altamirano a single parent The first 
generation college graduate, full 
time medical assistant and MBA 
candidate took off this quarter to 
campaign for Obama. "The issues 
for Blacks are simi_lar to those faced 
by Chicanos and Mexican 
Americans. We have more in com-
mon than· we have apart. I think we 
are allies." , 
Altamirano credits Vincent . and 
her father Juan, both urged her to get 
involved in th!! Obama campaign. 
"My father instilled in me the impor-
tance of hard work and sacrifice, a 
pledge I have passed onto my son. 
Vincent will soon tum 18 and I fear 
as he does the possibility of going to 
war. I told him the world peace we 
seek requires sacrifice. He knocked 
on doors around his youth center to 
get out the vote. My only regret is 
my mother who passed away in · 
I 996 was not here to witness this 
epic moment. I know she's in heav-
en singing "Si se puede". 
Amid worries about home fore-
closures, economic recession and 
driven by an unprecedented get out 
the vote effort and the acidic debate 
over illegal immigration, Latinos 
helped Democrats flip the battle-
ground states of Colorado, Nevada, 
New Mexico and Florida from red to 
blue. 
Altamirano knocl(ed ori doorf 
Obama Riverside volunteer Lisa Altamirano, 36 (c)celebrates President-elect Barack Obama's historic victory Nov. 4 with BVN Health columnist 
Dr. Ernest Levister and Riverside City Council member Nancy Hart. 
encouraging Latinos and others to 
vote, sometimes it took multiple vis-
its to persuade them. In Nevada, she 
was among hundreds of Latino 
California Obama volunteers calling 
on undecided Spanish speaking vot-
ers. "Being a part of the historic 
youth movement was one of the best 
contributions I could have given 
myself and the next generation of 
voters." 
"Without the Latino vote, we 
would not have won those states," 
said Federico Pena, Denver's first 
Hispanic mayor and the national co-
chairman of the Obama campaign. 
"In many respects, the Hispanic 
vote in this election has redrawn the 
e~rate map," said Frank Sharry, 
executive director of American's 
Voice, an immigration reform advo-
cacy group. Four states that went for 
President Bush in 2004 went for 
Obama in 2008, and the critical fac-
tor was the huge turnout of Hispanic 
voters for Democrats. 
"His victory was a crowning 
achievement for . America. 
Regardless of your ethnicity or polit-
ical affiliation, it is a moment in his-
tory to savor. We are a different 
country now Vincent and other 
American children have a new rea-
son to believe the old promise that 
anyone can grow up to be president. 
This gives me hope!" 
The Black Voice News 
Pechanga Resort ~ 
Casino taking a 
Golf c.ourse maintains integrity of 
tribal history 
The Black Voice News 
TEMECULA 
By BVN Staff 
Last week Pechanga Resort & Casino unveiled Journey at 
Pechanga, the latest addition to its AAA Four Diamond resort. 
Located on a portion of Pecbanga's ancestral land, Southern 
California 's newest golf course offers an ideal golfing experi-
ence. Designed by world-renowned golf course architects 
Arthur Hills and Steve Forrest, Journey at Pechanga was 
completed with environmental and cultural sensitivity to the 
native land. 
The course rises and drops about 300 feet over 18 holes 
with unique elevation changes not seen at any other course in 
Southern California. The scenic and tranquil course features. 
the Pechanga River dry wash, rustic wooden bridges, oak 
trees , straw "kiicha" huts , a panoramic view of the Temecula 
Valley at the 17th h9le, and a spectacular water feature at the 
5th hole. 
"As you travel the course you will see our history and tra-
ditions on display: in the names of the holes and · in cultural 
exhibits located throughout the course," said Andrew 
Miranda, Director of Golf. 
Pechanga Development Corporation President Amy 
Minniear told the grand opening attendees that the course was 
designed the "Pechanga way," with a commitment to the cus-
toms, traditions, and values of the Pechanga people. 
PGA Tour winner and Southe~n California native Corey 
Pavin , proud of his official role for Journey , will represent the 
course as its touring professional. The golf carts, all outfitted 
with GPS tracking systems, also have recorded tips by Pavin. 
Journey offers a 62,000 square foot clubhouse, inspired by 
the architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright features a cascading 
30-foot waterfall, Journey's Pro Shop, and the signature 
restaurant Journey's End. Green fees are .$150 Monday-
Thursday and $200 Fridays, weekends, and holidays. 
For more information, visit jpumeyatpechanga.com. 
I 
Straw "kllcha" huts 
CongressfT!an Joe Baca 
Director of Golf Andrew Miranda and Pechanga Councllmember Butch 
Murphy 
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Golfers enjoy the beauty and design of the· 5th hole. 
Amy Minniear, President of the Pechanga Development Corporation {PDC). 
Designer Steve Forrest 
~ 
PDC Vice-President John Palinkas and SBSCO Managing Director 
John Urbina ~ 
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TION? Talk with caring 
agency specializing in 
matching Birthmothers 
with Families nation-
wide. Living Expenses 
Paid. Call 24/7 Abby's 




DONATE YOUR CAR: 
Children's Cancer 
Fund! Help Save A 
Child's Life Through 
Research & Support! 
Free Vacation 
Package. Fast, Easy & 























I 11111- & Flnanclal 9451 
WE BUY DAMAGED 
& Flooded Cars. 
Highest prices paid, 
1998 to 2009. 
Immediate payment, 
free towing. 
www. DamagedCars. c 






Do You Earn $800 in a 
Day? Your Own Local 
Vending Route. 
Includes 30 Machines 







$400K Profit Potential 
Yearly! Turn Key 
Established National 







Company, 20 months 
old, $40 Million in 
Sales, set to go 
Global. Your turn to 







ING SECRET! A 25-
word ad costs $550, is 
placed ii:. 240 commu-
nity newspapers and 
reaches over 6 million 
Californians. Call for 
more information 





TIVELY! Reach over 3 
million Californians in 
140 community news-
papers. Cost $1 ,550 
for a 3.75"x2" display 
ad. Super value! Call 




Looking for a cost effi-
cient way to get out a 
NEWS RELEASE? 
The California Press 
Release Service is the 
only service with 500 
current daily, weekly 
and college newspa-
per contacts in 
California. Questions 








Convert your Logs To 
Valuable Lumber with 
your own Norwood 
portable barid sawmill. 
Log skidders also 
avai l a bl e. 
www.NorwoodSawMill 
I Com, Real Estate 9751 
s.com/300N -FREE 
Information : 1-800-





EF Foundation seeks 
energetic and motivat-
ed representatives to 
help find homes for 
· int'I exchange stu-
dents. Commission / 




Earn up to a $20,000 
bonus. Train to protect 
your fellow Soldiers. 
Be a leader in the 







Training: $0 down, 
financing by Central 
Refrigerated. 
Company Drivers earn 
average of $40k/year: 
Ow.ner Operators 
average $60k/Year. 1 • 
800-587-0029 x4779. 
www. Central DrivingJo 
bs.net (Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVER: Don't Just 
Start Your Career, 
Start It Right! 
Company Sponsored 
CDL training in 2 
weeks. Must be 21 . 
Have CDL? Tuition 
Reimbursement! 
www.JoinCRST.com 
1-800-78 1 -2778. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVER- $SK SIGN-
ON Bonus for 
Experienced Teams: 
Dry Van & Temp 
Control available. 





DRIVERS: ACT NOW! 
Sign-On Bonus. 35-41 
cpm. Earn over $1000 
weekly. Excellent 
,Benefits. Nf1~d ~,l;>L-~ 




INGS. @L A team, 
O/OPS and company 
drivers needed. Earn 
up to $2.45 per mile. 
Ammo experience a 
plus. $2,000 Sign-on 
bonus. 1-800-835-
9471 . (Cal-SCAN) 
NAllONAL CARRI-
ERS needs Company 
Drivers for its Regional 
Operations in 
Southeast California. , 
Excellent Benefits, 
Generous Home Time 
& Outstanding Pay 
Package. COL-A 
Required. 1-888-707-
7 7 2 9 
www.NationalCarriers. 
com (Cal-SCAN) 
TEAMS LOOK NO 
FURTHER Than 
Heartland! We have 
great miles, great pay, 
11 oo· mile length of 
haul, Western freight, 
drop and hook, no 
touch, hometime and 
more. Heartland 
Express 1-800-441-




LY Witt) More Pay? 
$.41/mile for company 
drivers! Home week-
ends and great bene-
fits! Run our Western 
region! Heartland 
Express 1-800-441 -







Interested in Fashion, 
Sports, Music? Start 
exciting sales career. 
Get paid while train-
ing. Earn upto $1,500 








Rep. Max. Travel 4 
hours from home. 
Gone M-F. 
Commission Position. 
Company avg. pays 
$855/wk. Call 1-800-
225-6368, ext 333. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
LAND FOR SALE 
Bank Ordered: Land 
AUCTION. 2000+ 
Properties. Land in 29 
States. NO 
RESERVES. Multiple 
Lot Packs. Min Bids at 




SALE/OUT OF STATE 
ARIZONA LAND BAR-
GAIN 36 Acres -
$24,900. Beautiful 
mountain property in 
Ari;wna's Wine 
Country. Price 
reduced in buyers 
market. Won't last! 
Good access &, views. 
Eureka Springs Ranch 
offered by AZLR. 






Acres just $39,900! 
Gorgeous views, year-
round roads. Access 
to 6,000+ acre BLM 
land. Easy access to 1-
25. 300 days per year 
of sunshine. Excellent 
financing available. 1· 
866-696-5263 x4 760 
or x4759. (Cal-SCAN) 
L AKEFRONT 
OPPORTUNITY. 
Nevada's 3rd Largest 
Lake. Approx. 2 hrs. 
South of Carson City. 
1 acre Dockable 
$149,900. 1 acre Lake 
Access $49,900. 
38,000 acre Walker 
Lake, very rare. Home 
sites on paved road 
with city water. 
Magnificent views, 
very limited supply. 
New to market. 
www.NVLR.com Call 
1·- 8 7 7 -54 2-6 6 28 , 
(Cal-SCAN) 
NEW MEXICO SAC-
RIFICEI 140 acres 
was $149,900, Now 
Only $69,900. 
Amazing 6000 ft. ele-
vation. Incredible 
mountain views. 
Mature tree cover. 
Power & year round 
roads. Excellent 
financing. Priced for 




NEW TO MARKET. 
New Mexico Ranch 
Dispersal 140 acres -
$89,900. River 
Access. Northern New 
Mexico. Cool 6,000' 
elevation with stun-
ning views. Great tree 
cover including 
Ponderosa, rolling 
grassland and rock 
outcroppings . 
Abundant wildlife, 
great hunting. EZ 
terms. Call NML&R, 
Inc. 1-866-360-5263. 
(Cal-SCAN) 




$39,900. Majestic lake 
& Mountain views, 
adjacent to national 
forest for camping or 
hiking, close to con-
veniences. EZ terms. 
1--866 -353-4 807. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
hr: LUXURY • FREE 
ISSUE. You are invited 
to read the Magazine 
of the Rich and 






WE PAY CASH for 
Guitars, Instruments, 
Records and acces-
sories. If it's musical 
and you want to sell it 
- then we're the Guys 




FOREC L OSED 
HOME AUCTION. Los 
Angeles, Orange, 
Riverside & More. 
1000+ Homes Mu.st 
Be Sold! Free 
Brochure: 800-269-








Estate Loans. Flexible 
Programs if you have 
Equity. Cash out, 
Purchase, Refinance, 
Loan Modification. We 
still have money to 
Lend! Greens tone 
Funding Corporation. 





CAN YOU DIG IT? 
Heavy Equipment 
School. 3 wk. Training 
program. Backhoes, 
Bulldozers, 
Trackhoes. Local job 
placement asst. Start 






















son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
VIP AUTOS.ORG 
3760 Industrial Way 
Hemet, CA 92544 
Riverside County 
Dirk Lee Houghton, Sr. 
37710 Pourroy Road 
Winchester, CA 92596 
Richard Joseph Perry 
29593 Serenity Lane 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
This business is con-
ducted by Co-
Partners. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
in'formaii'on ln 'th'is 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Dirk L. Houghton, 
Sr./Richard J. Perry 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal. 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11 /04/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
merit expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement. inust be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or· common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk M. Llaneras 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13831 
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11/20, 
11127 
The following 









8110 Mira Loma Ave. 
Hemet, CA 92545· 
Riverside County 
Anna Taisha Gray 
8110 Mira Loma Ave. 
Hemet. CA 92545 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant com-
menced to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above 
on 10-01-08. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true an~ 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
Page B-2 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Anna T. Gray, 
Founder/Director 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement flied with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/21/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
stl!tement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does. not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk M. Castro 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13265 
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11/20, 
11/27 
The following per-





15930 Bonita Verde 
Ct. 





15930 Bonita Verde 
Ct. , , 
Moreno tlattey, CA 
92555 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is con-
ducted by Limited 
L i a b i I i t y 
Company/Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Tracy M. Williams-
Brown, President 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
-Riverside on 10/10/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fjctitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk N. Medina 
FILE NO. R-2008-
12941 
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11120, 
11127 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 





Riverside, CA 92508 
Riverside County 




Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows. to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Seung S. Im, 
Owner 
. The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. ·1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/31/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment . expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federaf, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk C. Correa 
FILE . NO. R-2008-
13711 
p. 11/6, 11/ 13, 11/20, 
11127 
The following per-




71847 Highway 111, 
Suite C 





71847 Highway 111, 
Suite C 
· Rancho Mirage, CA 
92270 
CALIFORNIA 




menced to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above 
on 03/16/2004. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Todd E. Miner, 
President 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/10/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office: 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the ·use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk A. Cl,;1baugh 
FILE NO. R-2008-
12920 
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11120, 
11127 
The. following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
FERNANDO ' S 
"AFFORDABLE FUR-
NITURE . 
120 East Hobsonway 




2618 Cl~arwater Drive 
Blythe, CA 92225 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant com-
menced to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above 
on 06/22/2004. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 




The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/10/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 




ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
., Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
a'rio\her under fed,m,11, 
slclte or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk A. Clabaugh 
FILE NO. R-2008-
12919 
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11/20, 
11127 
The following per-




985 Bouquet Circle 
Corona, CA 92881 
Riverside County 
Arlene Carino Becton 
985 Bouquet Circle 
Corona, CA 92881 
Stanley Eric Becton 
985 Bouquet Circle 
Corona, CA 92881 
This business is con-
ducted by Husband & 
Wife. 
Registrant com-
menced to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name( s) listed above 
on 04/01/2004. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statemen~ is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
sf. Arlene C. Becton· 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b · 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/10/08'. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
• 
Thursday, November 20, 2008 
The Black Voice News 
951·.&82.6070 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk A. Clabaugh 
. FILE NO. R-2008-
12910 
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11/20, 
11/27 
The following per-




8125 Golden Star Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Riverside County . 
Stacey Marie Phillips 
8125 Golden Star Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant com-
menced to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above 
on 10/25108. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Stacey M. Phillips 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/27/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
S\atllroent must b~ 
filed before that time. 
1fi'e fillng of this state: 
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Ficlitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk B. GONZALEZ 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13473 
p. 1116, 11113, 1112d, 
11127 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
JB DESIGNS 
953 W. 6th St. 




953 W. 6th Street 
Corona, CA 92882· 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. · (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
c~ime.) 
s/i Jayesh Bhakta 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/31 /08. 
I herel}y certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
Call today 1-888-253-0938 
When Banks Say NO We 
Say YES 
Personal Loans, Business 
Loans & Debt Consolidation 
Approval in 24hrs. 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
· this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights 'of 
another under federal , 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk S. Berry 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13709 
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11/20, 
11127 
The following per-




32672 Juniper Berry 
Dr. 




32672 Juniper Berry 
Dr. 
Winchester, CA 92596 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is con-
ducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and. 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
fa lse is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Aldrin Drake Smith, 
President 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/30/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 




The County of San Bernardino 
Department of Cl'oldren's Serv· 
ices invites pf"OIX)sals from in-
terested and qualified agencies 
lo provide Independent Living 
Skills Training to eligible fosler 
care youlh. 
The Request for Proposal 
(RFP) may be downloaded 
from the foHowing County Inter-
net site: 
httpi lwY.w sbcounty.gov 
Copies of the RFP can a'so be 
obtained al Human Services, 
Contracts Unit, 150 S. Lena 
Road, San Bemard1110. CA 
92415. 
A proposal conference will be 
held on Wednesday. December 
3, 2008, at 10:00 a.m. at the 
Departmenl of Chldren's Serv-
ices. System Resources Oivi~ 
s1on, 412 W Hospitality Lane. 
2nd Floor, San Bernardino, CA 
Deadline for proposals is 
Wednesday. January 14, 2009 
at 4:00 pm., no exceptions. 
For further infonnation, please 




Employment Opportunities 943 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk . 
Clerk M. Llaneras 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13631 
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11120, 
11/27 
The following per-




11711 Collett Ave., 
Apt. 1823 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Riverside County 
Stephen Jon Ricardo 
11711- Collett Ave., 
Apt. 1823 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Amanda Marie Cota 
11711 Collett Ave. , 
Apt. 1823 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business is con-
ducted by Husband & 
Wife. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false -is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Stephen J. Ricardo 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/17/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires f ive 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
ne.w Ficti tious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq., Business and 
Continued on Page B-3 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
FOOD SERVICES FOR HEAD 
START/STATI: PRESCHOOL 
PROGRAM 
RFP HS 08,11 
The Co,nly of San Bernardino 
Human Services (HS) invites,pro-
posals to provide Food Services 
for Head Start/State Preschool 
Program. The proposed services 
must be conalstent with the re, 
quirements desaibed in RFP HS 
08-11, 
A copy of the RFP may be dol\ll· 
loaded Imm the folowing San 
Bemardoo Colllty Internet ~te: 
www.sbcoonlygov/rfJ>'rfpl1slhtm 
Although the lnlemel is the pre-
ferred media for dlslributing the 
RFP, copies can also be obtained 
at the HS CQnUacls Uri! localed 
al 150 S Lena Road, San 
Bernardino, CA92415. 
Proposers a,a eacou-aged to at-
tend the proposal conferer,ce 
being held In San Bernardino al 
the Preschool .Services Depart· 
ment. located at 662 S Tippeca. 
noe, Conference Room A & B, at 
9:00 am on December 9, 2008. 
Proposals must be received by 
4:00 pm oo January 12, 2009. 
For information, please contact 
R09ina DallOrl at (909) J88-0141. 
11/2008 
CNS-1464978# 
New County recruitments this week 
Deputy Coroner Investigator 
$51,334.40-$65,540.80/yr 
Library Page-Chino Hills Branch 
$8.41-$10.72/hr 
Physical Therapy Assistant 
$32,177. 60-$49 ,940. 80/yr 




San Bernardino County HR 
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Continued from B-2 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk S. Berry 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13147 
p. 1116, 11113, 11120, 
11127 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
bµsiness as: 
REAL ESTATE 
REPORTS - THE 
HOME INSPECTION 
COMPANY 
78840 Aurora Way 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
Riverside, CA 92253 
Riverside County 
Palm View, LLC 
78840 Aurora Way 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
NEVADA - CALIFOR-
NIA FOREIGN 
This business is con-
ducted by Limited 
L i a b i I i t y 
Company/Partnership. 
Registrant com-
menced to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above 
on 10/01 /03. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Michael O'Donnell, 
Manager/Member 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County • of 
Riverside on 10/03/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk M. Llaneras 
FILE NO. 1-2008-
03018 
p. 11/6, 11113, 11120, 
11127 
,~, Oppomntles 9431 
Thi! following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
D & L MAINTE-
NANCE 
50-240 San Salano 
Road 
Coachella, CA 92236 
Riverside County 
Dominic ' G" Teran 
79-155 Ave. 38 
Bermuda Dunes, CA 
92203 
Leticia Damian 
50-240 San Salano 
Rd. 
Coachella, CA 92236 
This business is con-
ducted by Co-
Partners. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Dominic Teran 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) ' 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/1 5/08. 
· I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
fileo before· that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the •rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Profe~sions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk S. Romero 
FILE NO. 1-2008-
03134 
p. 11/6, 11113, 11120, 
11127 
9321 Palm Canyon Or. 
Corona, CA 92883 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
This business is con- s/. Valerie M. Maxwell, 
ducted by Individual. Owner/CEO 
Registrant has not yet The filing of this state-
begun to transact ment does not of itself 
business under the fie- authorize the use in 
titious business this state of a fictitious 
name(s) listed above. business name in vio-
l declare that ail the iation of the rights of 
information in this another under federal, 
statement is true and state, or common law 
correct. (A registrant (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
who declares as true, &p code) 
information which he Statement filed with 
or she knows to be the County of 
false is guilty of a Riverside on 11/10/08. 
crime.) I hereby certify that 
s/. Heather Garwood this copy is a correct 
ifhe filing of !his state- copy of the original 
ment does not of itself statement on file in my 
authorize the use in office. 
this state of a fictitious NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name in vio- business name state-
lation of the rights of ment expires five 
another under federal, years from the date it 
state, or common law was filed in the Office 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b of tl)e County Clerk. A 
&p code) new Fictitious 
Statement filed with Business Name 
the County of Statement must be 
Riverside on 10/16/08. filed before that time. 
I hereby certify that The filing of this state-
this copy is a correct ment does not itself 
copy of the original authorize the use in 
statement on file in my this st,ite of a Fictitious 
office. 1 Business Name in vio-
NOTICE: This fictitious lation of the rights of 
business name state- another under federal, 
ment expires five state or common law 
years from the date it (See Section 14411, 
was filed in the Office Et Seq., Business and 
of the County Clerk. A Professions Code). 
new Fictitious Larry W. Ward, CQUnty 
Business Name Clerk 
Statement must be Clerk A. Clabaugh 
filed before that time. FILE NO. R-'2008-
The filing of this state- 14013 
ment does not itself p. 11113, 11120, 11127, 
authorize the use in 1214 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
· Clerk 
Clerk C. Correa 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13122 
p. 11/6, 11113, 11/20, 
11127 
The following per-




.14943 Artisan St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
925ii5 
Riverside County 
VMD Enterprises, Inc. 
14943 Artisan Street 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92555 
CALIFORNIA 




son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
FIRST AMENDMENT 
CLOTHING AND . 
PROMOTIONS 
3468 Barnaby Court 




7180 Mt. Vernon St. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
/ Edward James 
Hernahdez 
3468 Barnaby Court 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is con-
ducted by a General 
Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
The follo_wvig per- · Registrant has not yet 
son(s) is (are) doing ' b.egun to transact 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) business as: business under the fie-
THE STITCHED titious business 
HEART name(s) listed above. 
9321 Palm Canyon Dr. I declare that all the 
Corona, CA 92883 information in this 




Employment Oppoltunltlos 943 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he • 
E"""°"""" Opportu,itle1 943 
s/. Michael Sanchez 
The fi ling of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this stcfte of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under fed\lral, 
Em,iey,ntftt OpportunlllH 943 
RJVERSIDE COUNTY 
state, or common law 
(sec. 144'0 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/28/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years frofll the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
· Business Name 
Statement must be 
fi led before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Cl~rk C. Correa 
Fl[E NO. R-2008-
13543 








12226 Heacock St. 





15305 Cabrillo Rd . 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92557 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
. information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Rodney Spigner 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the · · County of 
Riverside on,9/17/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date It 
was filed in the Office 
Employment Oppo,tunltlel 943 
@[}:{]~(R10[?[?9@ 
D E P A R T M E N T 
STAN SNIFF. SHEf\fff-COI\ON.EI\ 
,,-
"'"' ; • .t· 




of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk N. Medina 
FILE NO. R-2008-
11799 
p: 1012, 10/9, 10/16, 








22500 Town Cir. St. 
#2199 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92553 
Riverside County 
Clifford James Morris 
16256 Greenfield St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92551 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
· s/. Clifford J. Morris 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name In vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 9/25/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
·ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Busines·s Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk A. Ribac 
FILE NO. R-2008-
121 58 
p. 10/2, 1019, 10116, 
10/23, 11/13, 11/20, 
11127, 1214 
. The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: ' 
CINDY DELUCCA 
M.G.T. 






27767 Post Oak Place 
Murrieta, C/f. 92562 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun · to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Candace Delucca 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of t tie rights of 
another under federal , 
state, or common law 
{sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11 /06/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file iii my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itseff 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk J. Hylton 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13904 
p. 11/13, 11120, 11127, 
1214 
The following per-
son(s) is {are) doing 
business as: 
ARBEREX 
44693 Arbor Ln. 
Temecula, CA 92592 
Riverside County 
Et Seq., Business and Eva Budrewicz (NMN) 
Professions Code). . 44693 Arbor Ln. 
I E.,_i o,,.,t,a,HIH 9431 1~ ~ 943 I 
Temecula, CA 92592 
This business is con-
(/ucted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Eva Budrewicz 
·The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, . 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County o f 
Riverside on 11 /04/08. 
I hereby oertify that 
. this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fict~ious 
business narc,e state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in !lie Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk J. Hylton 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13827 
p: 11/ 13, 11120, 11127, 
12/4 
The following per-





25000 Penang Drive 
· Hemet, CA 92544 
Riverside County 
P.O. Box 543 





25060 Penang Drive 
Hemet, CA 92544 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun · to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
Information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
I E11p1.,,...,, Opportllllffles 943 1 





The Riverside County Sheriff's Department currently 
offers Hiring Retention Bonuses for the following 
.positions: 
Sheriff 911 communicatjons Officer I 
Upon Hire - $800 36 Months - $3;200 
6 Months - $800 48 Months - $3,200 
12 Months - $1,600 60 Months - $3,200 
24 Months - $3,200 
Correctional Cook 
Upon Hire - $500 
6 Months - $500 
12 Months - $1,000 
24 Months - $2,000 
s1s,ooo Total 
36 Months - $2,000 
48 Months - $2,000 
60 Months - $2,000 
· s10,ooo Total 
crime.) 
s/. Michael D. 
Rutledge 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
{sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11 /07 /08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , 
El Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk J. Vallejo 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13945 
p. 11/ 13, 11/20, 11/27, 
1214 
The following per-




28900 Ironwood Ave. 




Moreno Valley, CA 
92556-0407 
Patricia Lee Parker 
Marcotte 
28900 Ironwood Ave. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92555 
Michael Paul Marcotte 
28900 ironwood Ave. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92555 I 
This business is con-
ducted by Husband & 
Wife. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
bL1sloess under the fie-· 
t itlous business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crirue.) 
s/. Patricia L. Parker 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/31 /08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
cop~ of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 1441 1, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk N. Medina . 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13714 
p. 11/13, 11120, 11127, 
1214 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
FRAGOS YOGURT 
1620 2nd St., Suite I 
Beaumont, CA 922223 
Riverside County 
Correctjonal Senior Food service Worker Aki Shoji Inc. 
Upon Hire - $500 36 Months - $2,000 
6 Months - $500 48 Months - $2,000 
12 Months - $1 ,000 60 Months - $2,000 
35263 Hogan Or. 
Beaumont, CA 92223 
CALIFORNIA 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. James Rhee, 
President. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize .the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights or 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County · of 
Riverside on 10/24/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk C. Correa 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13465 • 
p. 11113, 11120, 11127, 
1214 
The following per:r 




41882 Briarwood Ave. 
Hemet, CA 92544 
Riverside County 
P.O. Box 827 
Colton, CA 92324 
Kenneth Lee Mclin 
41882 Briarwood Ave. 
Hemet, CA 92544 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name{s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Kenneeth Mclin 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
th is state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. ·b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County . of 
Riverside on 10/21 /08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fic.titious 
business name state-
·ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common. law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, ·County 
Clerk 
Clerk 0. Rivera 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13279 
p. 11120, 11127, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
MARTIN SERVICES 
730 Snowcreek Ln. 
Hemet, CA 92544 
Riverside County 
Mary Ursel Martin 
730 Snowcreek Ln. 
Hemet, CA 92544 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
24 Months - $2,000 
s10,000 Total 
• Hire/Retention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only -
Paid Over Five Year Period. 
To apply and for more information on these positions 
and others wit h the Riverside County Sheriff's 
Department, visit our website at www.joinrsd.~rg 
This business is con-
ducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious • business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of. a 
crime.) 
~' 
s/. Mary Martin 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
The Black Voice News 
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authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/20/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
CQPY of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. • 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state- • 
. ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk J. Vallejo 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13191 
p. 11120, 11127, 12/4, 
12/11 
The following per-




6883 Palos Dr, 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Riverside County 
Simon Nam Hoang 
Chau 
6883 Palos Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Simon Chau 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/17/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
fited before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state-of a Fictitious 
Business Name In vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk A. Ribac 
FILE NO. R-2008-
14276 
p. 11/20, 11127, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-




10051 Magnolia Ave., 
Ste. A6 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Riverside County 
Martin Loya (NMN) 
19140 Krameria Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Virginia Loya (NMN) 
19140 Krameria Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92-508 
This business is con-
ducted by Husband & 
Wife. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Virginia Loya 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of ihe rights of 
another·under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/29/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state7 
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk C. Correa 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13607 
p. 11120, 11127. 1214, 
12111 
The following per-




ING AND REPAIR 
4535 Amber Ridge 
Lane 




4535 Amber Ridge 
Lane 
Hemet, CA 92545 
Berly Rimandiman 
Newberry 
4535 Amber Ridge 
Lane 
Hemet, CA 92545 
Norman Doyle Cass 
26212 Vanderbilt Ct. 
Hemet. CA 92544 
Sandry Lynn Cass 
26212 Vanderbilt 
Hemet, CA 92544 
This business is con-
ducted by ~/General 
Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she know~ to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Mark Anthony 
Newberry 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/17/08. 
./ hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
st;itement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk T. Mitchell 
FILE NO. R-2008-
14264 
p. 11/20, 11/27, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
' business as: 
GOOD HOMES, INC. 
3965 Via San Jose 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Riverside County 
Good Homes, Inc. 
3965 Via San Jose 
Riverside, CA 92504 
CALIFORNIA · 
This business is con-
ducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Darlene Good, 
President 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of Itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law ' 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statemegt filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/17/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this 'copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
. years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize • the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal. 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk . 
Clerk N. Lewis 
FILE NO. R-2008-
14279 
p. 11/20, 11/27, 12/4, 
12111 
The following per-




3965 Via San Jose 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Riverside County 
Ronnie Is Good 
3965 Via San Jose 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant ·com-
menced to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above 
on Nov. 2001 . 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Ronnie Is Good 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/17/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new _Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Sectio[l 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
· Clerk N. Lewis 
FILE NO. R-2008-
14278 
p. 11/20, 11127, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-








42096 Paseo Rayo 
Del Sol 
Temecula, CA 92591 
Riverside County 
Dennis Allen Dale 
42096 Paseo Rayo 
Del Sol 
Temecula, CA 92591 
Angela Kaye Dale 
42096 Paseo Rayo 
Del Sol 
Temecula, CA 92591 
This business is con-
ducted by Husband & 
Wife. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Dennis A. Dale 
The filing of th is state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/06/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk J. Hylton 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13927 
p. 11/20, 11127. 1214, 
12111 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
ADVOCATE FOR 
FAIR LENDING RICE 
14668 Round Leaf 
Road 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92555 
Riverside County 
Larry Renard Rice, Sr. 
14668 Round Leaf Rd. · 




14668 Round Leaf Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92555 
This business Is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
cqrrect. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.). 
s/. Larry R. Rice, Sr., 
President 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a ficti tious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside or:i 10/23/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
Page 8-4 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq., 'Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk L. Sibley 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13408 
p. 11/20, 11127, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 






Wildomar, CA 92595 
Riverside County 
Pamela Ann Lehman 
33820 Breckenridge 
Tri. 
Wildomar, CA 92595 
Scott William Lehman 
33820 Breckenridge 
Trl. 
Wildomar, CA 92595 
This business is con-
ducted by Husband & 
Wife. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Scott William 
Lehman 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/28/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does_ not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq ., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk N. Lewis 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13527 
p. 11/20, 11/?7, 12/4, 
12111 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
OCEANS OF GIFTS 
1727 Gleason St. 
Corona, CA 92882 
Riverside County 
Eva Day (NMN) 
1727 Gleason St. 
Corona. CA 92882 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Evav Day 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement fil.ed with 
the County' of 
Riverside on 11 /03/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years frG>m the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section·• 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk A. Ribac 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13770 









110 N. Lincoln Ave. 




2231 N. Vallejo Way 
Upland, CA 91784 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is con-
ducted by 
• Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guil\y of a 
crime.) 
s/. Ejaz Hasnain,' CEO 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riv$r5ide on 11 /14/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk B. Gonzalez 
FILE NO. R-2008-
14182 
p. 11/20, 11127, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-




1250 Corona, Pointe 
Court, Suite 107 
Corona, CA 92879 
Riverside County • 
Infinity Lending Direct 
Incorporated 
1250 Corona Pointe 
Court, Suite 107 
Corona, CA 92879 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is con-
ducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Robert Hampton, 
President 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement fi led with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/23/08. 
I hereby certify ,that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk S. Berry 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13416 
p. 11/20, 11/27, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
SOUSA TRANSPORT 
6013 Horse Canyon 
Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside County 
13600 Hitt Rd., Suite F 
Apple Valley, CA 
92308 
Robert Sousa (NMN) 
6013 Horse Canyon 
Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
fals'e, is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Robert Sousa 
The fil)ng of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authoriie the use In 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 10/22/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date It 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk C. Correa 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13378 
p. 11/20, 11127, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-




31665 Avenida El 
Mundo 





31665 venida El 
Mundo 
Cathedral City, CA 
92234 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
1information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Michael Fietsam 
The filing of this state-
ment does not-of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/1 3/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date : it 
was filed in the Office 
of the Courity Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Ficti tious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk° 
Clerk R. Cardenas 
FILE NO. 1-2008-
03396 
p. 11120, 11/27, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
$5 BUCKS PIZZA 
1690 W. Florida Ave., 
Unit B 




1496 Dusty Hill Road 
Hemet, CA 92545 
Danielle Elizabeth 
Cummins 
1496 Dusty Hill Rd. 
Hemet. CA 92545 
This business is con-
ducted by Co-
Partners. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in th is 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Danielle Cummins 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p.code) 
Statement fi led with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/1 0/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
1authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk S. Berry 
FILI= NO. R-2008-
13993 
p. 11/20, 11127, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
AIMEZ-VOUS CA 
30219 Cupeno Ln. 
Temecula, CA 92592 
Riverside County 
Leigh Frances Going 
30219 Cupeno Ln. 
Temeula, CA 92592 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
. 
Thursday, November 20, 2008 
Registrant has not yet 
begun . to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
infomiation which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Leigh Going 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/.10/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use · in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation· of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk D. Rivera 
FILE NO. R-2008-
14027 
p. 11/20, 11127, 1214, 
12/11 
The following per-
son(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
EXQTIC PETS 
42165 Little Lake 
Road 
Hemet, CA 92544 
Riverside County 
Linda Darlpne Haas 
42165 l ittle Lake 
Road 
Hemet, CA 92544 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in th is 
statement is true and 
correct. (A -registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Linda D. Haas 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/12/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
• was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 1"4411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk . 
Clerk J. Vallejo 
FILE NO. R-2008-
14063 
p. 11/20, 11/27, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-




7 4155 Candlewood 
St. 




P.O. Box 1222 




This business is con-
ducted by Limited 
Liability 
Company/Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact 
business under the fic-
t itious business 
name(s) listed abov11. 
I declare that all -the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Bryon Jones, CEO 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/12/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy 1s a correct 
copy of the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk S. Romero 
FILE NO. 1-2008-
03377 
p. 11120, 11127, 1214, 
12111 
The following per-




23701 Lima Corte 
Corona, CA 92883 
Riverside County 
Anna Maria Velazquez 
23701 Lima Corte 
Corona, CA 92883 
Michelle Balsz (NMN) 
1000 S. Mount 
Anaheim Hills, CA 
92808 
This business is con-
ducted by a General 
Partnership. 
Registrant com-
menced to transact 
business under the fic-
titious business 
name(s) listed above 
on 11/5/08. 
I declare that all the 
information in this 
statement is true and 
correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, 
information which he 
or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Anna Velazquez 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement fi led with 
the County of 
Riverside on 11/07/08. 
I hereby certify that 
this copy is a correct 
copy ol the original 
statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five 
years from the date it 
was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious 
Business Name 
Statement must be 
filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use In 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and · 
Professions Code). · 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk D. Anderson 
FILE NO. R-2008-
13953 
p. 11/20, 11127, 1214, 
12/11 
-t 
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J- Brooks Joins Educator Hall of Fame at Stillman 
The Black Voice News 
ALABA~A 
Stillman College recently 
inducted former St. Paul 
AME 1st Lady, Charlotte Ann 
Coaxum Brooks into the 
Educator Hall of Fame. 
The purpose of the Educator 
Hall of Fame is to honor and 
pay tribute to Stillman 
College alumni who have 
made major contributions in 
the field of education and 
award scholarships to out-
standing education majors. 
The Educator Hall of Fame 
is located on the Stillmai:i 
Colle&f campus in the build- . 
ing that houses the Division 
of Education. This year marks 
the third annual Educator Hall 
of Fame. The division holds 
the National Council for 
Accreditation of . Teacher 
Education (NCATE) and 
maintains an "A" rated 
teacher education program by 
the State Department of 
Education. 
Rated as a top tier southern 
liberal arts college and slated 
as the best value by U.S. 
News and World Report , 
Stillman is committed to pro- . 
viding top rate and affordable 
education. 
Brooks received a distin-
guished and prominent trophy 
as Dr. Eddie R. Johnson, 
Alabama's Deputy State 
,, 
Superintendent of Education , , 
served as the Master of .: 
Ceremony. :) 
3 
World AIDS Day 2008 
,I 
-) 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
The Kansas Avenue 
Resource Center in collabora-
tion with the Kansas Avenue 
SDA Church AIDS Support 
Ministry will hold its 11th 
Annual World AIDS Day 
event on Saturday, November 
29, 20d8 beginning at 5 :00 
p.m. 
minds. Jeanne White also 
remains a vocal advocate for 
HIV/AIDS programs indud- ,, 
ing the Ryan White CARE ,, 
Act. 
FREE Thanksgiving Day Dinner 
It will feature Jeanne White, 
mother of Ryan White. 
Jea~ne White continues to 
dedicate herself to Ryan's 
dream of easing 'the stigma 
and discrimination faced by 
so many people with 
HIV/AIDS. 
She still speaks to a vast 
array -of audiences about her 
family's experience and the 
role that Ryan played in 
opening so many hearts and 
Monday, December 1, 2008 
from 8:00 a.m. until 4:00 ' 
p.m., will be a summit with 
an elJlphasis in Faith Based 
influences with HIV/ AIDS. 
This year marks the 20th ,. 
anniversary . of World AIDS .. 
Day. For more information :... 
contact Nirma Usher, (951) := 
823-1209. 
,, 
The Black Voice N ews Thanksgiving Feast to the 
San Bernardino community 
on November 27, 2008 begin-
ning from 11 :00 a.m. to 3:00 
p.m. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
·' Charlotte Brooks 
The St.Paul Church family 
will be providing a I free 
'tliefa'ul 7., a/, 
'D~~ 
Sunday SchoollOam 
Sunday AM Service llam-l:30prn • 
Sunday PM Service 6pm 
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm 
6S3.s6'1 Office • 6S3.s634-Pastor 
6S3-8680FAX 
23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VAf+EY 
Comer Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell 
HOLY LAND COGIC 
1024 N. "G" Street• San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Schedule of Worship Service 
Sunday School 9:30AM 
~unday Morning Worship 11 :OOAM 
Y.P.W.W. 6:00PM 
Sunday Night Service 7:00PM 
Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching 
Bible Study 8:00PM 
MI CALVARY 
MISSIONARY BAYfIST CHURCH 
(951) 
684-6480 
ELDER DON & !RENE SfLER 
INTERIM PASTOR 
Sunday School ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . .... .. .... . 9:30 am 
SUJ1day Worship ........ .. . ...... . ...... .. ... . . . . I I :00 am 
Wednesday Mid-Week Service ......... . .. . .......... 7:30 pm 
Brotherhood ( !st Saturdays) ......... . .............. 8:00 am 
5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509 
THE CHURCH WHf;RE EVERYBODY IS SOMEBODY AND JESUS CHRIST IS ALL 
BETHEL AME CHURCH 
24470 Sophie Street 
'Perns, CA 
951-657-5705 
Su~day Church School 9:00AM 
~unday Worship Service 
I 
10:30 AM 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:00 PM 
hursday Bible Study 10:00AM 
I 
Rev. A. Charles 
Langston 
Temple ll/issioua,:v Baptist Church 
1583 W. Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 888-203~ 
fl{(/J/ I/ 11/ \I /{\ fl I \ 
Sunday Woohip Services 7:30, 9:30 & II :JO A.M. 
Commumon Fust Sunday afltt each •,rvicc 
Sunday ScixJol 8:A.M., 9:4l A.M. and 11 :00 A.M. 
Baptism 2nd & 41h Sunday 9:30 A.M. 
3nl &llh Sundayll:JOA.M. 
New Member Oricn~•ioo Wednesday Night 6:00P.M. 
Mid-Weck Wor,hlp Scrvia: Wednesday Nighl 7:00P.M. 
Righi Hand of Fellowship Wcdncsday Night 7:00P.M. 
"'t'ou \fill nenr be 
thesameln 
Apostle Charlcl & Proplltta1 Rm& WWh 
Puio" 
Worship Service Sunday 9:3011.111. • 12 noon 
Centr,I Park (Grafters Den) JJilie Study 
Wtdntsday 5:15 JUL• 6:3011111. 11200 Baseli~e Rd. 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA . 
(NW Corner of Milliken and Bast/int) 
Ctlllrr/lParlc/CnflmDm) 
(Y09) 481-3836 
Imani Temple Christian Fellowship 
51 O West Monterey Ave., Pom.ona, CA 91768 





Sunday Momil-9 • Throne Room s.r.c. ... 
IPG Iman Power Geooralion (You~ Ch\Ndl) ........... . 
Vision Ccnc.:8Jis New Members Class .• 
Failtl aod Bapism New ComlTIUflity Oass 
Sunday Commurity WMhip Celebratioo . • 
25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(951) 485-6993 
19240 Rodney Avenue 
Riverside, California 92508 
Rev. Clifford Green, Pastor 
<•5,.1 > 7&0-02 •s 
Sunday School 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Prayer/Bible Study (Wed) 
9:30 a.m. 






• "Now (a,th is the substance of th•ngs hoped for, the ~n<e of thmgs not seen 
ebrew:s I I :/ 
The event will be held at the 
Inghram Community Center. 
For more information, con-
tact the church office at (909) 
887-1718. 
per month 
SupeHntendent Lawrence C. 
& OllvlaAsh 
951.686.1757 
LIGHT OF THE WORLD COGIC - 5595 MOLINA WAY~ RIVERSIDE, CA 92509 
P.O. BOX 3416 - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509-3416 
Jubilee House of Praise f 9r 
ALL Nations 
1265 S. Fillmore Ave., Rialto CA 92376 
. (95 1) 662-3383 
E-Mail: Hjubilee@aol.com 
Senior Pastor & Visionary Prophetess R. R. Lindsay, D.D. 
Dai.ly intm:eS"")' Prayer 
SW1day Intercessory Prayer 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday lmpacl instltult & Leadership Development 
Summy V1<U>rious Celebration & Worship 






Prayer Felk>wshiip & l'lllluck 3nl Satunlays 
Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church 
275 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 • Church 
(909) 874-5152 - Fax · 
Weekly Service 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am 
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am 
Youth Service 5:00 pm 
WEDNESDAY 
Feeding Program 






Antioch Missionary Baptist Church 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA. 1 
(951) 688-7872 
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor 









Weekly schedule of events 
9:30 Hour of Power 
11 :00 Worship Hour 
Noon day Prayer 
7:30 Bible Study/Prayer 
7:30 Youth Night 
We Don't Do Church 
We Do Ministry 
Hou, of Power 
~lion 
Bi)leSntdy 
Bible S""Y Phillip & Denise Powell 
s«WJl~&Ffml..Mly 
1672 Palm Ave., Highland, CA 92346 
909.425.2615 
(r nrrn r nf u,1lm 1-;, P,.ir1f1() 
I 
Antioch Missionary Baptist Church 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA. 
(951) 688-7872 
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor 
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building 




9:30 Hour of Power 
11 :00 Worship Hour 
Noon day Prayer 
7 :30 Bible Study/Prayer 
7:30 Youth Night 
RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER 
·worshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John 4:24 
234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376 




Order ot Services 
Sunday School 
Worship Service 
Miracle Monday Prayer 





6:30 pm · 
6:30 pm Paator Darryl J . 
Udell Sr. 
Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM· Sat. 12:00 pm Co-Paator Rita Udell 
-. Bethel AME Church 
16262 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909(350-9401 










11 :00 a.m. 
BIBLE STUDY 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
§ool 'lf ews CommunitJ Church 
Full Gospel Baptist 
Fellowship 
178 lowa·Ave. 




Bible Study (Tues.) 
11:30 am 
7:00 pm 
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm Pastor & Mrs. 
Levonzo Gray, Sr. 
:I 
'• 
" . .. 
Building Better Communities 
The Black Voice News Page B-6 Thursday, November 20, 2008 
Helen McNair in a Christmas .Concert, December 7 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
New Hope Missionary Baptist 
Church presents professional 
singer Helen McNair in a 
Christmas concert Sunday, 
December 7, 2008 at 5:00 p.m. 
The church is at 1575 W. 17th 
Street, San Bernardino. Dr. 
Robert L. Fairley is Pastor. 
The mass choir and musicians 
of New Hope will assist her, 
including Minister of Music, 
Michael Jackson; Blinkey 
Williams-P~well, 
Director/Musician, Mass choi.; 
and Carl Wilson, 
Director/Musician, Sanctuary 
choir. 
New Hope Missionary Baptist Church presents Helen McNair in a 
Christmas concert Sunday, December 7, 2008 at 5:00 p.m. at 1575 W. 
17th Street, San Bernardino. 
The guest choir for the event 
will be Good News Community 
Church of Riverside. Ira Gray 
i).fiYor. ;,1: 
Jl(/f_fi(!fl1,:"::,.r :-. :.:::: li 
(;l(if0~;fi iJ 
1"···.....:. •1~,-."1 ·.'•!;~i.JJn·!':~ 
· .nr,,1i1~• ~+..,~/H-!·i 





Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Center Foursquare Church 




Sunday School (all· ages) 




Tues. Bible Studies 
Thurs. Bible Studies 
8:30 a .m. 
(Adults only) 
8:30 a .m. 




W.: :;, i!l~tJJ..iJ ~= · I 
•1·h1 ""'~""" th~ anyotM wtw '""P to 
.. 1., h •"" • "'"""' f'...-..)n ·n.,. otd 
Michael Edwards 
' ~ - ' • 'r • /.' 'r .:. - I ;; ' , ' • \ • • ' • • 
~..-; .. ~•;c -.... --.~-,,1":'l· .. :•~jt,,, •·. 
. -------- -
Sunday a.rvtoe Tlmea: a A.M .• e:ao A.M .• a 11 :ao A.II. 
~ ................ -CIMln'tClllilalltt:IOa.111,.&11:30&111. 
•~-&,.....IIIIIIPL I •-~ua.adtt:to&111.W1NP ..... 
R chU Reach R hOut it 
1"880 ,..__.. Drtwe, ""-9lde, CA 112918 
... __,..- ..., Nt-41M .... 






S.mday 8:30a-n & 11 :OOar, 
Childra,'sMinistry 
S.mday 8:30ar, & 11 :QOan 
Youth Ministry 
S..,nday 8:30a-n & 11 :()()ar,. 
Young Adult Bible3udy 
Tue&lay 7:00pm 
WinoorneWedne&lay Sa-vice 





1314 E Date St 
Sal Berna-di no, CA 
92404 
(909) 881 -5551 
www.ecd esi cci1urch.com 
Bible Class For All Ages 
· Wedne&lay 7:00pm 'picking up the bro ken p ieces In the lives of bellevm' 
"Day Care Center & Before/After School Care~.OperLMoo-·Frl~6·0_0...AM-6:00 PM~ 
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2874 Tenth Street 
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is the Musician/Director, and 
the Rev. Levonzo Gray is 
Pastor. 
McNair began her prof~ssion-
al career in the 1960s, along 
with her two sisters, in New 
Brunswick, New Jer-sey where 
they were known as the 
"Georgettes." They . began by 
singing in their church and 
traveling to New York City to 
record as background singers 
for professional and upcoming 
artists. "The group recorded ten 
records, none of which became 
national hits," she said, "but 
were popular in the New Jersey 
and New York areas." 
McN air relocated to 
California in the '80s, where 
she continued to sing as a solo 
artist. She recalls, "During one 
of my engagements at Norton 
5970 Limmite AVEl1U8 
Riversde, California 92509 
(951) 682-4407 
Smday School : 10:00ern 
Morning SenAce: 11:00ern 
Bible Suety ~ 7:~ 
Qerne Qcgw & WPcille Wth Ut 
www,newbcbc,org 
Air Force Base in San 
Bernardino, Mrs. Gertrude 
Ward, the manager of the Clara 
Ward Singers, approached me 
when I had finished singing and 
asked me to come to Los 
Angeles for an audition. I went 
and auditioned and became a 
Clara Ward Singer." The Clara 
Ward Singers were instrumen-
tal in bringing gospel music out 
of the church and into the main 
stream, performing in night-
clubs, Las Vegas and 
Disneyland. 
McNair has performed on 
stage with some of the gospel 
greats as well as The Clara 
Ward Singers. Other artists 
include Professor James 
Cleveland, Professor Raymond 
Rasberry, Gregory Perkins-
Bowen, Vernard Johnson, 
Shirley Caesar and Albertina 
Walker. 
Currently, McNair performs 
for weddings, banquets, com-
munity organizations and 
church functions through_out 
the Inland Empire, Los Angeles 
and beyond. Her repertoire 
includes, gospel, spirituals, 
songs for special occasions and 
the classics. She is a member of 
the New ~ope Missionary 
Baptist Church m San 
Bernardino, and is active in the 
Sanctuary choir, the Mass choir 
and .the Mission chorus. 
McNair can be reached for 
concerts and bookings at (951) 
315-5691 or FAX (909) 888-
2331. 
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(909~ 620-8137 
www .newdcc.org 
1n Weet ,Mol,t.,-ev Ave,, Pomona, CA 91768 
P11tor Julio A. & 
Dr. Patricia L. Andujo 
A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching 
s■av■ca ac11■AWL■ 
Wor•hlp Service 
8 :00 am & 11 :00 am 
Blble Study (Wedne•day) 
12:00 noon & 7 :00 pm 
Chlldran'• Church 
11 :00 am (3rd & 4th Sunday) 
New Jo Ba list Church 
5694 Jurupa Ave.• Riverside, CA 92504 
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517 
(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 8:50 a .m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
First Sunday Evening Workshop 5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study 7:00 p .m . 
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast 
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m. 
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